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For a long time it was recognized that in many cases the set A(XY) of 
morphisms from X into Yin a category A is endowed with an additional 
structure, such as the structure of an abelian group or a topological space. 
This observation led to the theory of additive categories and, about 1965, 
to the theory of enriched catagories. In 1966 S. EILENBERG and G.M. KELLY 
published their fundamental paper Closed Categories ([6]) in which they 
gave a detailed treatment of the basic theory of closed categories, monoidal 
closed categories and symmetric monoidal closed categories. 
A closed category Vis a category VO equipped with a functor V from VO 
into the category of sets S ( in many examples a forgetful functor, but in 
the general theory of closed categories V need not be faithful) and an in-
* ternal Hom-functor[-,-]: V0 x V0 __,,. V0 such that V[X,Y] is the set V0 (XY) 
of morphisms from X into Y. 
A monoidal category V is a category VO equipped with a bifunctor 
-®-: VO x VO----+ VO, called the tensor product functor, which is associative 
up to a natural isomorphism a, and has a two-sided identity I, also up to 
natural isomorphisms 1 and r. Although we use the notation and terminoloqy 
of tensor products, categorical products and even categorical sums give 
also rise to monoidal structures. 
For a closed category Vas well as for a monoidal category V one can 
define the concept of a V-category A, that is a "category" whose Hom-
functor takes its values A(XY) in the category V0• With a V-category A is 
associated an ordinary category A0 , called the underlying category of A, 
with the same class of objects and such that A0 (XY) = VA(XY). (In order to 
be able to define the underlying category in the monoidal case one must 
assume that Vis normalized, i.e. equipped with a functor V: +Sand a 
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natural isomorphism 1x: vx-;. V0 (I,X) ). One can also define V-functors and 
V-natural transformations, and a great part of the ordinary set-based cate-
gory theory can be lifted to the V-level. 
A mon01:dal closed category is a monoidal category which is also closed, 
the two structures being related by a natural isomorphism 
This isomorphism induces an adjunction of the bifunctors -®-and[-,-]: 
and this adjunction induces an interesting interaction between the monoidal 
structure and the closed structure. 
A symmetric monoidal closed category is a monoidal closed category 
with a symmetric monoidal structure, i.e. with a natural isomorphism 
X®Y-,- Y®X 
such that cyx•cxy = 1X®Y 
The exact definitions of all these concepts are to be found in [6]; 
they will be recalled in the sequel.. 
This tract could be considered as a supplement to the paper Closed 
Categories of EILENBERG and KELLY ( [6]) • It contains an exposition of the 
basic theory of two structures which are closely related to the closed and 
the monoidal closed categories, and the treatment is along the lines in-
dicated in [6]. Although for the reader's convenience the definitions of the 
the relevant concepts and some of the theorems will be repeated here, for a 
good idea of the theory developed in the sequel, some familiarity with the 
theory of closed categories, a.s exposed in [6], is desirable. 
After a first chapter of introductory character, in chapter II symmet-
ric closed categories are introduced and investigated. A symmetria closed 
category is a closed category with an additional natural isomorphism 
[X[YZ]] -+ [Y[XZ]] 
such that l[X[YZ]]. The existence of a monoidal structure is 
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not assumed. The natural isomorphism s .induces a self-adjunction of the in-
ternal Hom-functor: 
Many of the closed categories which appear .in mathematics are symmetric 
closed categories; in fact, any symmetric monoidal closed category is a 
symmetric closed category. For example, the closed categories TOP(pot) of 
topological spaces (the function spaces supplied with the point open topol-
ogy), AMOV of modules over a commutative ring A, BAN 1 of Banach spaces and 
linear contractions, and GRAPH of graphs are all symmetric closed catego-
ries, with the natural isomorphism s given by 
(fx)y 
(where f: X-+ [YZ], x E X and y E Y). All these examples are in fact sym-
metric monoidal closed categories. 
In [15] A. KOCK conjectures that, "as soon as a reasonable definition 
of (non-monoidal) symmetric closed category has been found" the closed 
category of T-algebras generated by a commutative monad T will turn out to 
be symmetric closed. His conjecture is correct, as is shown in a separate 
paper (W.J. DE SCHIPPER [21]). In KOCK's example a monoidal structure seems 
to be absent. 
The structure of symmetric closed categories :Ls considerably .richer 
than that of closed categories. 'l'he symmetry allows us to def:i.ne the dual 
of a V-category A and to :i.ntroduce contravariant V-functors. In this 
context, the introduction of V-natural transformations, in [6] a rather 
complicated procedure using a generalized Yoneda lemma, becomes rather 
* simple, because the bifunctor A(-,-): A0 x A0 -+ V0 (where A0 is the under-
lying category of the V-catego:r.y A) can be defined straightforwardly. All 
the "canonical" natural transformations turn out to be V-natm:aL It is 
possible to defi.ne a kind of V-natural transformations in the context of 
symmetric closed categories without reference to the underlying category of 
a V-catego:r.y; this is shown in W.J. DE SCHIPPER [20]. 
In chapter Ill, semi monoidal closed categories are introduced and 
studied. Let us first give an example. The cartesian product induces a sym-
metric monoidal structure in the category TOP of topological spaces. The 
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interaction of this monoidal structure with the closed structure induced by 
the point open topology is not exactly that of a monoidal closed category. 
There exists a natural transformation 
and all the axioms of a monoidal closed category are fulfilled, but the 
transformation p fails to be a natural isomorphism, as is required in the 
definition of a monoi.da.l closed category. In the third chapter we give an 
axiomatic treat.ment of such structures. A semi monoidaZ closed category is 
a rnonoidal category which i.s also closed, the two structures being related 
by a natural transformation 
'l'XYZW [XZ]®[YW] -> [X®Y ,Z®W]. 
One can then define a natural transformation 
Pxyz' [X®Y,z]-+ [x[yzJJ 
and prove all the axioms of a monoi.dal closed category although p need not 
be a natural isomorphism. One can also define the tensor product A@B of the 
V-categories A and B, and V-bifunctors. We also investigate what happens if 
both the monoi.dal and the closed structure are symmetric. In that case all 
the "canonical" natural transformations turn out to be V-naturaL 
We do not treat the extra structure which arises when the bifunctor ® 
is the categorical product in V0 , i.e. a right adjoint to the diagonal 
functor /:,, VO --+ VO x VO• So in the example TOP ( po,t) , the theory of semi 
monoidal closed categories does not describe the whole interaction between 
the internal Hom-functor and the Cartesian product. F'or example, the natural 
isomorphism 
is not considered. 
In chapter IV we investigate monoidal symmetric closed categories. A 
monoid.aZ symmetric closed category is a monoidal closed category in which 
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the closed part is symmetric. {Recall that a symmetric mono-idal closed 
categocy, defined by EILENBERG and KELLY, is a monoidal closed category in 
which the monoidal part is symmetric.) In a monoidal symmetric closed cate-
gory we have two adjunctions 




These induce a strong interaction between the monoidal structure and the 
closed structure; in fact, the monoidal structure is completely determined 
by the closed structure and the existence of the natural isomorphism p 
which is subject to one axiom. We first show that monoidal symmetric closed 
categories and symmetric monoi.dal closed categories are essentially the 
same. Next we show that each monoidal symmetric closed category is a sym-
metric semi-monoidal closed category, so that the results of chapter III 
are valid for monoidal symmetric closed categories. 
The final chapter V contains examples which illustrate the investi-
gated structures and show that they are omni.present in mathematics. We give 
an example of a symmetric closed category which is not a monoi.dal symmetric 
closed category, and another example (the category of Hausdorff spaces, the 
function spaces supplied with the compact open topology) shows that a 
monoi.dal. closed category need not be a semi.-monoidal closed category. 
The theory of symmetric closed categories and semi monoi.dal closed 
categories is developed to roughly the same extent as EILENBERG and KELLY 
develop the theo:r.y of closed and monoidal closed categories in [6]. So 
topics as 11-adjunctions, II-monads, cotensored II-categories etc. are not 
considered. An application of the theory of symmetric closed categories to 
the theory of II-monads is given in a separate paper [21]. A coherence 
theory for the investigated structures is also missing. The coherence re-
sults of G.M. KELLY and S. MAcL.l\NE [11] for symmetric monoi.dal closed cate-
gories are not used, although application of these results might possibly 
lead to shorter proofs in the final sections of chapter IV, after we have 
proved that monoidal symmetric closed categories and symmetric monoi.dal 
closed categories are essentially the same. I have preferred to give con-
structive proofs in these sections, since such proofs provide more insight 





1. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Since this tract can be considered as an extension of the paper [6] 
Closed Categories by S. EILENBERG and G.M. KELLY, our notation is chosen to 
agree with theirs, with only a few differences of minor importance which 
are mentioned below. 
If A is a category, A(XY) denotes the Hom-set of all morphisms in A 
from X into Y. We use A* for the dual of a category and T*: A* --+ B1' for 
the dual of a functor T: A--+ B. The symbol Sis reserved for the category 
of sets. The several natural transformations which occur in S are denoted by 
symbols in italics (see the propositions II.2.5, III.2.4 and IV.3.4). 
Following EILENBERG and KELLY, we often omit brackets and commas. For 
a Hom-set we usually write A (XY) , not A (X, Y) and for a bifunctor T we mostly 
write T(XY), not T(X,Y). We also often omit indices if no confusion is 
X likely. For example, Lyz' [YZ] --+ [[XY][xz]J is often abbreviated to . If 
a = (ax) XE obA is a family of morphisms with ax: TX ---+ SX we abbreviate to 
Cl= ax: TX-+ sx. 
The most important difference between our notation and that of 
EILENBERG and KELLY is that we use the symbol[-,-] for the internal Hom-
functor in a closed category, whereas they use the symbol (-, -·) • Ordered 
pairs are denoted by angular brackets(-,-). Another difference is that we 
have chosen the symbols d and e for two particular natural transformations, 
occurring in Chapter IV, section 2, in agreement with more recent publica-
tions, whereas they use the symbols u and v, and that we have reserved the 
symbol f for the middle four interchange isomorphism (Chapter II, section 1) 
whereas they use the symbol m. We have used the symbols u, v and m for 
other particular natural transformations. 
In the sequel we do not go into the questions concerning foundations. 
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We have chosen for a theory of categories, based on a set theory witl1 uni-
verses. For our purposes it suffices to work with two universes UC and U1 
with U0 E U1• A category A is called a U0-category if the class of objects 
ob A is a subset of UC and if for each pair of objects X and Y the set 
A(XY) is an element of UC. The categories which are considered are supposed 
to be UC-categories. For example if we speak about the category of closed 
categories CC we mean the category of closed U0-categories. CC itself is 
not a UC-category, but a U1-category. 
For a discussion of the foundations, and also for the general theory 
of categories we refer to M.n.cLANE's book [17]. Sometimes we use the language 
of hypercategories (= 2-categories). For a definition we refer to [6]. 
In the remaining two sections of this chapter we recall the definition 
of generalized natural transformations and we formulate two theorems about 
adjointness of bi.functors which are used in the chapters II and IV. 
2. GENERALIZED NATURAL TRANSFORMA'I'IONS 
In this section we recall the definition of generalized natural 
transformations. This concept includes the ordinary natural transformations 
but also extraordinary kinds of natural transformations. 'l'he contents of 
this section are taken from S, EILENBERG and G,M. KELLY [7]. In that paper 
the definition of generalized natural transformations is given and the 
question of their composition is treated. 'I'he related notion of dinatural 
transformations, introduced by E. DUBUC and Ross STREE'l', .is mentioned in 
[ 17]. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A, B, C and f be categories. Consider functors 
and 
s: Ax c* x c - E. 
Let 
a = <\yz 'I' (XYY) ........,. s (XZZ) 
be a family of morphisms in E, indexed by (x,Y,Z) E ob Ax ob Bx ob C. This 
family is called a generalized natural tra:nsformation if the following 





(2 .1) S(-ZZ)j jE(1,a) 
E (a, 1 l 




{2.2) T(X-Y) j !E(l,al 
E ('I' (XY' Y) ,T (XYY)) E (1,al f(T(XY'Y),S(XZZ)) 
C(Z,Z') 
S(XZ-) 
.. (S (XZZ) ,S (XZZ')) 
(2. 3) S(X-Z') j I"··" E(S(XZ'Z') ,S(XZZ')) E Ca, 1 l E(T(XYY),S(XZZ')) 
If we evaluate these diagrams at f: X-+ X', g : Y -+ Y ' and h : z --+ z ' 
we obtain the following commutative diagrams: 
'I' (XYY) 
T (fl 1) 
T(X'F 
(2. 4) ·l S(fll) 
S(XZZ) S(X'ZZ) 
T(XY'Y) T(l1g) T(XY'Y') 
(2. 5) T (1g1) I l· a T(XYY) S(XZZ) 
T(XYY) a ST (2 .6) 
j'Z') S ( i lh) S (1h1) S(X Z') 




T T'---S-(f_l_h_) ____ T (XY I Y) ___ S_(_1_h_1_) ___ T (XI I y I ) 
s (xzzJ ________ s (x •zz' J.._ _______ s ex •z • J 
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In view of the generalization of the notion of natural transformation 
to V-natural transformation in chapter II we prefer to use the form (2.1) -
(2.3) of the naturality conditions, in which the morphisms f,g and h do not 
occur. 
2.2. REMARK. Let I be a category with one object*, and one morphism. If 
B 1 we can identify A x B* x B with A, writing TX for T(x·u); if also 
A I, Tis given by the object T(***) of E, which we shall also denote by 
T. By taking two at a time of A, B, C to be I we obtain the following three 
special cases of generalized natural transformations: 
1) a family of morphisms 
a a : TX--+ SX 
X 
where T, S: A -> E, is called natural if the following diagram commutes: 
'1' A(x, x' ) _____________ E (TX,TX' J 
(2 .8) sj j E ( 1, a) 
E(a,ll E(SX,SX') f(TX,SX") 
Evaluation at f: X-> X' gives a commutative diagram 
Tf 
(2.9) 
] ______ s_f ______ ___,[~ 
Hence a: 'l' -➔ S is an ordinary natural transformation. 
2) a family of morphisms 
where T: B* x B -+ E and S E ob E, is called natural if the following 
diagram commutes: 
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T(Y'-) B(Y,Y') __________ E(T(Y'Y),T(Y'Y')) 
(2 .10) !E(1,al 
f(T(Y'Y),T(YY)) ___ E_(_l_,a_l ___ E(T(Y'Y),S) 
T(-Y) 
Evaluation at g: Y-+ Y' gives a commutative diagram 
(2. 11) 
3) a family of morphisms 
where S: x C ---,. E and T E ob E, is called natural if the following 
diagram commutes: 
S(-Z) 
C(Z,Z') ___________ E(S(ZZ),S(ZZ')) 
(2 .12) s (-Z' ) j jE (a, 1) 
E (a, 1 l 
E(S(Z'Z') ,S(ZZ')) E('l',S(ZZ')) 
Evaluation at h: Z-+ Z' gives a commutative diagram 
(2.13) 
a 
a 1------------..-:> F(1 ,hi 
S(Z'Z') S(h,l) S(ZZ') 
'f.'he latter two types of natural transformations are the so··called 
extra-ordinary natural transformations. We shall meet them frequently in 
the sequel, for the first time in the next section. we shall omit the pre-
fix generalized, so that "natural transformation" is sometimes used in the 
sense of "generalized natural transformation". 
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3. ADJOINT BIFUNCTORS 
In this section we formulate for later reference some theorems about 
adjoint bifunctors. They are the bifunctor analogues of well-known theorems 
about adjoint functors. For the theory of adjoint functors we refer to [17] 
chapter IV, where the reader may also find a theorem about adjoint bifunctors 
(section 7, Theorem 3). We also formulate some statements about bijections 
between classes of natural transformations in an adjoint situation. These 
bijections are the prototypes of bijections which play an important role 
in the chapters II and IV, 
3.1. THEOREM. (Bifunctor analogue of a theorem about covariant adjoint 
functors.) Let A, B and C be categories. Let T: A x B ......;- C and H: B* x C-+ A 
be functors. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
a) There exists a natural isomorphism 
bl There exist natural transformations 
and 
e = eyz' T(H(YZ) ,Y) .....+ z 
such that the following diagrams are commutative 






cl There exists a natural transformation 
d dXY X-+ H(Y,T(XY)) 
with the following property: 
for each morphism h: X-+ H(YZ) there exists exactly one morphism 
g: T(XY) --+ Z such that H(1,g)dXY = h. 
d) 'l'here exists a natural transformation 
with the following property: 
for each morphism g: T(XY)-+ Z there exists exactly one morphism 




3'hl • I 
w 
H(YZ) 
If the four equivalent conditions are fulfilled, the relations between 
11, d and e are given by the following formulas: 






for g: T(XY)-+ z 
for h: X-+ H(YZ). 
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PROOF. If we keep Y fixed, the theorem is well-known (see for example [17] 
chapter IV, section 7, theorems 2 and 3). The naturality of 'ITXYZ in. the 
variable Y is equivalent to the (generalized) naturality of dXY and eyz in 
the variable Y. The latter means that for each morphism g, Y ·-+ Y' the 
following diagrams commute: 
d (Y,T(XY)) X 
• (Y~Lx,• ll H(g1) 
l· (1 ,T (lg)) 
H(Y ,'r (XY')) 




D T(H(Y'Z) ,Y' l z 
3. 2. DEFINITION. If the equivalent conditions of theorem 3. 1 are fulfilled, 
the ordered triple < T ,H,'IT l is called an adjune"/;ion of bifunetprs. The bi-
functor T is called a Zeft ad.joint of the bifunctor H and H is called a 
right ad.joint of T. 'IT is called the a4junetion-isomorphism, dis called the 
unit and e is called the counit of the adjunction. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. ([6] Chapter II, lemma 3.1). Let (T,H,1rl be an adjunc-
tion of bifunctors as in theorem 3.1. Let V be a category, let P: A-+ V 
and Q: C -+ V be functors and let Y E ob B. 
Commutativity of th.e diagram 
C(T (XYl ,z) ________________ A(x,H(YZl l 
(?Z)) 
determines a bijection between natural transformations 
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and natural transformations 
If we take z = T(XY) and evaluate diagram (3.7) at 1T(XY) we see how 
a depends on 8: 
(3.8} 
If we take X 
depends on a: 
(3.9) 
H(YZ) and evaluate diagram (3.7) at eyz we see how 8 
8 
PH(Y,Z) z QZ 
··~ ~ QT(H(YZ),Y) 
Commutativity of each c,f the diagrams (3.8) and (3.9) also completely 
determines the bijection given by commutativity of diagram (3.7). D 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let (T,H,,r) be an adjunction of bifunctors as in theorem 
3.1. Let V be a category, let P: V-+ A and Q: V-+ C be functors and let 
Y E ob B. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
V(X,Z) 
(3.10) C(QX QZ)~ ~(PX,PZ) 
C(a,1) I jA(1,8) 
C(T(PX,Y),QZ) ,r A(PX,H(Y,QZ)) 
determines a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
If we take X =Zand evaluate diagram (3.10) at lz we see how !3 
depends on a: 
(3 .11) 
!3z 




If we take Z ~ X and evaluate diagram (3.10) at ix (after we have re-
-1 
placed~ by~ ) we see how a depends on 8: 
(3 .12) 
Commutativity of each of the diagrams (3.11) and (3.12) also com-
pletely determines the bijection given by commutativity of diagram (3 .10). D 
3.5. THEOREM. (Bifunctor analogue of a theorem about right adjoint contra-
variant functors.) Let A, B and C be categories. Let H: x C -+ B and 
K: B* x C -+ A be functors. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
a) There exists a natural isomorphism 
b) There exist natural transformations 
and 
n "" ~z: X -+ K(H(XZ) ,Z) 
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such that the following diagram commutes: 
H(X,Z) i H(X,Z) 
(3.13) •a~ ~,1) 
H(K(H(XZ) ,Z) ,Z) 
K(Y ,z) i K(Y,Z) 
(3.14) nK(~ ~,!) 
K(H(K(YZ) ;Z) ,Z) 
c) There exists a natural transformation 
m = myz' y -+ H(K(YZ) ,Z) 
with the following property: 
for each morphism h: Y-+ H(XZ) there exists exactly one morphism 
g: X-+ K(YZ) such that H(g,1)myz ""h. 
d) There exists a natural transformation 








for each morphism g: X-+ K(YZ) there exists exactly one morphism 
h: y-+ H(XZ) such that K(h,1.)nxz = g. 
3!h 
H 
If the four equivalent conditions are fulfilled, the relations between 
cr, m and n are given by the following formulas: 
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(3 .17) 0 xyz(g) H(g,l)myz for g: X -►· K(YZ) 
(3.18) 
-1 
0xYZ(h) = K(h, 1 )nxz for h, Y --+ H(XZ). 0 
3.6. DEFINITION. If the equivalent conditions of theorem 3.5 are fulfilled, 
the triple ( K,H,a} is called a right adjunct1:on of bifuncto.rs. The bifunc-
tors K and H are called right adjoint. a is called the adjunction isomor-
phi.sm. 
3.7. PROPOSITION. Let (K,H,a} be a right adjunction of bifunctors as in 
theorem 3.5. Let V be a category, let P: A-+ ·v and Q: B*-+ V be functors 
and let Z E. ob C. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
(3.19) 
determines a bijection between natural transformations 
a= PX-+ QH(XZ) 
and natural transformations 
If we take X ~ K(YZ) and evaluate diagram (3.19) at 
f:l depends on a: 
) we see how 
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(3.20) 
If we take Y 
depends on S, 
H(XZ) and evaluate diagram (3.19) at we see how a 
(3.21) 
a. 
PX X QH(X,Z) 
~~ ~I 
PK(H(XZ),Z) 
Collllllutativity of each of the diagrams (3.20) and (3.21) also com-
pletely determines the bijection, given by commutativity of diagram (3 .19L D 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let (K,H,cr) be a right adjunction of bifunctors as in 
theorem 3.5. Let V be a category, let P: V-+ A and Q: v* --+ .B be functors 
and let z E ob c. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
~·"'-'-------- Q 
(3.22) A(PX,PY) ~(QY,QX) 
A(l,a)j !B(1,Bl 
A(PX,K(QY,Z)) o B(QY,H(PX,Z)) 
determines a bi.jecti.on between natural transformations 
a~ PY-+ K(QY,Z) 
and natural transformations 
If we take Y = X and evaluate diagram (3.22) at we see how S depends 
on o; 
(3. 23 l 
If we take X = Y and evaluate diagram (3.22) at 
-1 
placed o by a ) we see how a: depends on S: 
(3.24) 
CL 
PY y K(QY,Z) 
n~~ /~ll 
- K(H~) ,Z) 
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(after we have re-
Commutativity of each of the diagrams (3.23) and (3.24) also complete-
ly determines the bijection given by commutativity of diagram (3.22). D 
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CHAPTER II 
SYMMETRIC CLOSED CATEGORIES 
1. CLOSED CATEGORIES 
In this section we recall the definition and some properties of a 
closed category. For more information about closed categories, the reader 
is referred to [6], chapter I. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A closed category is an ordered 7-tuple 
V = < V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L) consisting of: 
(i) a category V0 (called the underlying category of V); 
(ii) a functor V: V0 -+ S (called the basic functor of V); 
* (iii) a functor [-,-], V0 x v0 -+ v0 (called the internal Hom functor); 
(iv) an object I of V0 ; 
(v) a natural isomorphism i ~ ix: x -4 [IX] in V0 ; 
(vi) a natural transformation j jx: I-+ [XX] in V0 ; 
(vii) a natural transfonnation L L~z' [YZ]-+ [[XY][xz]J in V0• 
These data are to satisfy the following six axioms: 
CCO. The following diagram of functors commutes: 
eel. The following diagram commutes: 
Y,:~ 
[yy] L [[XY][XY]] 
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CC2. 'I.'he following diagram commutes: 





[1,Lx] [[xwJ [xzJJ 
L[XY] ! 
[L\1] [ [YW][ [XY] [xz J] J [[[xY][xwJJ[[xYJ[xzJJJ 
CC4. The following diagram commutes: 
I 
[XY] L ~[IY]] 
[~ /[i,1] 
[X[IY]] 
L2. DEFINI'rION. Let V = ( V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L}_ and 
V' ""(V0,v•,[-,-]',I',i',j',L'} be closed categories; we write [XY] for 
[XY]'. A closed fu:netor w, V-,. V• is an ordered triple w = ( ¢,i,¢0 > con-
sisting of: 
(i) a functor ¢: V0 .. _,. V0, 
(ii) a natural transformation i "' ixy' ¢[XY] -+ [¢X,¢Y] in V0; 
(iii) a morphism ¢0 : I'-,. q,I in V0. 
These data are to satisfy the following three axioms: 
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CF1. The following diagram commutes: 




CF2. The following diagram commutes: 
(j,X 
i' [I', .pxJ 
¢il j[<Po,1J 
$[I X] [(jJI,<j,X] 








[[¢X,$Y],[<j)X,<j)Z]] [ qi[ XY] , [ <j)X , ¢,Z ] J 
L3. DEFINITION. Let<!>= ( ¢,tcp0 ) and'!'= { 1p,$,ip0 ) be closed functors 
V--+ V•. A closed nat'Ur'al transformation n: <!>--+ '!': V-+ V• is a natural 
transformation n: q, --+ lji: V0 --+ V0 satisfying the following two axioms: 
CNl. The following diagram commutes: 
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CN2. The following diagram commutes: 
qi[X y] __________ n ________ ---4.,_ 





[ qiX, ijJY] 
1.4. THEOREM. ([6] Theorem I.3.1 and theorem I.4.2). Closed categories, 
closed functors and closed natural transformations form a hypercategory CC, 
if we define the composite of ii? = ( <),, $, <j) O) : V ->- V' and 
A O A 0 
1!' = {i/J,1Jl,tj;}: V•-+ V" to be X = <x,X,X) V-+ V", where 
(i) xis the composite V0 -4 v• 0 .J!..+v ... o' 
A $ (ii) ~XY is the composite i)J¢[XY] J.L_ iµ[¢X,¢Y] --+ [1)J,PX,1/J¢Y]; 
(iii) 0 is the composite I" L lj!I I _ti~ ijJ¢I; X 
if we define the composite of n: 1> ·->- 1>' and ?;;: 1>'--+ iJ?" to be sn and if 
for 1!': V•--+ V, X: W-+ W• and n: 1>-+ <!>': V-+ W, we define n'¾' to be n1)J 
and Xn to be xn. □ 
L 5. PROPOSI:ION. ( [6], lemma I. 2. 2) . Let VO be a category. Let V: VO -+ S 
and[-,-]: V0 x V0 -+ V0 be functors satisfying cco. Let IE ob , let 
i = ix: X--+ [IX] and j = : I -+ [XX] be natural transformations satisfy-
ing CC5. 
Then for any g: [XX] -+ Y in VO, the composite 
r [xx] -9-+ y 
is the image of E V0 (XX) = V[XX] under the composite map 
v[xx] -.Y.:i+ VY ....Y!...,. V[IY]. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. ([6], proposition I.2.3). Let Vo be category. Let 
□ 
* V: Vo-+ sand[-,-]: Vo X Vo-+ Vo be functors satisfying cco. Let I EOb Vo, 
let i = : X -+ [IX] be a natural isomorphism and let j = jX: I --+ [XX] be 
a natural transformation satisfying CCS. Let L "" LX : [YZ] --+ [[XY][XZ]] be 
YZ 
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a natural transfomation. Then the axiom CC1 is equivalent to any of the 
following: 
X 
CC1'. (VLYY) (1y) = 1[XY]; 
X 
CC1". (VLYZ)g = [1,g] E Vo([XY][XZ]) for g E Vo(YZ); 
CC1"'. VL~z = [X-]: Vo(YZ) -+ Vo([XY][XZ]). 
In particular, in a closed category the properties CC1' , CC1" and CC1 "' 
hold. 0 
1.7. PROPOSITION. ((6], propositions I.3.4 and 3.5). Let V and V' be closed 
categories and let cf>: V0 -+ V0 be a functor. 





lV' [cf>O ,1] 
V'i' V'cf>X ____________ V'[I' ,cf>X] 
sets up a bijection between morphisms cf>O: I'-+ cf>I and natural transfoma-
tions 4>0 : V-+ V'cf>: V0 -+ S. 
If cf>O and 4>0 are related by (1.1) and if$= $XY: cf>[XY]-+ [cf>X,cf>Y] is 
a natural transformation, then property CFl is equivalent to the commuta~ 




1.8. DEFINITION. A closed functor <l> = ( 4>,4>,cp ) : V -+ V is called normal if 
V = V'cj> and cf>o = 1: V-+ V'cf>. 
2. SYMMETRIC CLOSED CATEGORIES 
2.1. DEFINITION. A symmetric closed category is an ordered 8-tuple 
V = ( V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s> consisting of: 
(i) a category V0 (called the underlying category of V); 
(ii) a functor V: V0 -+ S (called the basic functor of V); 
* (iii) a functor[-,-]: V0 x v0 -+ V0 (called the internal Hom functor); 
(iv) an object I of V0 ; 
(v) a natural isomorph. ism i = i : X -+ [IX] in V ; 
X 0 
(vi) a natural transformation j = jx: I-+ [XX] in V0 ; 
(vii) a natural transformation L = L~z' [YZ]-+ [[XY][XZ]] in 110 1 
(viii) a natural isomorphism s = sXYZ: [X[YZ]]-+ [Y[XZ]] in V0 • 
These data are to satisfy the following seven axioms: 
CCO. The following diagram of functors commutes: 
CCl. The following diagram commutes: 
I 
/.x~~ 
[YY] L [[XY][XY]] 
SCC1. The following diagram commutes: 





SCC2. The following diagram commutes: 
[x [ Y[ zw] J] _______ [_l ,_s_J ______ [x [z[YW] J J 
ls ls 
[Y [x[zwJJJ [z [x[YWJJJ 
l[1,s] l[l,s] 
[y [z[xwJJJ s [z [Y[xwJJJ 
SCC3. The following diagram commutes: 




[[XY] [w[xz]JJ~ _______ s _______ [W [[XY][XZ]]] 
SCC4. The following diagram commutes: 
LX 
[X y] [[xx] [XY]] 
[1,i]l l[j,1] 
[x [IY]] _____ s______ [I [XY]] 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let V = <Vo,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s> and 
V• = <V0,v•,[-,-]',I',i',j',L',s') be two symmetric closed categories; we 
write [XY] for [XY]'. 
A symmetric c "losed functor IP: V -,. V' is an ordered triple IP = < <f,, i, <f, O ) 
consisting of: 
(i) a functor <f,: V ->-V'· o o' 
(ii) " " <f,[XY] -+- [<f,X,cj,Y] in v•. a natural transformation cj, qixy= 
a morphism <f,O: 
o' 
(iii) I' -,. cj,I in V0. 
These data are to satisfy the following two axioms: 
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SCF3. The following diagram commutes: 




i SI [rpx [rpy,rpzJJ [rpx,rpzJJ 
( II 0) { II 0) , 2. 3. DEFINITION. Let <l> "' rp, rp, rji and '!' "" 1µ, $, $ be symmetric closed 
functors ti·-+ V•. A symnetric closed natural transformat?:on 
is a natural transformation n: rp --~ 1/J: VO---+ V0 satisfying the axioms CNl. 
and CN2 of definition 1.3. 
2. 4. 'I'HEOREM. Sylllllletric closed categories, symmetric closed functors and 
symmetric closed natural transformations form a hypercategory SCC, if we 
define the several sorts of composites as in theorem 1.4. 
PROOF. A straightforward verification of the axioms. D 
2.5. PROPOSITION. The syrmnetric closed category of sets. 
We obtain a symmetric closed category, denoted by S, if we define: 
Vo= S (the category of sets); V = 1s; [-,-] S(-,-): s* x S -➔ S; for I 
we take a one point set { *}, chosen once for all; 
X 
(I,yzh)g "" hg (h E S(YZ) and g E S(XY)); 
( (BXYZg)y)x (gx)y 
(X E X); 
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CONVENTION. Throughout this tract the canonical transformations in the sym-
metric closed category Sare denoted by symbols in italics. (See also the 
propositions III.2.4 and IV.3.4). D 
3. RELATIONS BETWEEN NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS IN THE FIRST BASIC SITUATION 
In this section we investigate the relations between the data for a 
symmetric closed category. For that purpose we define the first basia situ-
ation, which consists of: 
(i) a category V 0 ; 
(ii) a functor [-,-]: v* X Vo-+ Vo; 0 
(iii) an object I of V0 ; 
(iv) a natural isomorphism o = oxyz= V0 (x[YZ])-+ V0 (Y[XZ]) satisfying 
(3.1) 
The existence of a natural isomorphism aXYZ: V0 (x[YZ])-+ V0 (Y[XZ]) 
with (3.1) is equivalent (cf. theorem I.3.5) to the existence of a natural 
transformation 
with the property that the following diagram commutes: 
1 
[ YZ] [ YZ] [YZ] 
(3.2) ~ ~1] 
[ [[YZ]Z]Z] 
The relation between o and mis given by the equations 
(3.4) for g: X - [YZ]. 
The natural transformation m has the following property: 
for each morphism h: Y-+ [xz] there exists exactly one morphism 
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g: X-+ [YZ] such that [g,l]myz h. 
y _______ h ______ ,... [xzJ 
(3.5) 
We have already seen in section I.3 that a right adjunction of bifunc-
tors induces bijections between several classes of natural transformations. 
We now describe the bijections which are of importance for the theory of 
symmetric closed categories. 




Vo([XY] [x[wz]Jl Vo(W [YZ]) 
lvo(1,sxwzl lVo(l,L~zl 
(J V0 ([xyJ [w[xzJJ) ____________ v0 cw [[xYJ[xzJJl 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
s = [X[WZ]] -► [W[XZ]] 
and natural transformations 
L [YZ] -~ [[XY][XZ]]. 
If we take W [YZ] and ~valuate at myz we see how L depends on s, 
LX 
[Y Z] _________ [[XY] [XZ]] 
(3.7) ml 1[[1,m],1] 
[[[yzJ[xzJJ [xzJJ [S, l] [[x[[yzJzJJ [xz]J 
If we take Y [WZ] and evaluate at 1[WZ] we see hows depends on L: 
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r [m, 1] 
[[[WZ]Z] [XZ]] [[[x[wzJJ[xzJJ [xzJJ ______ _ 
Commutativity of each of the diagrams (3.7) and (3.8) also completely 
determines the bijection given by commutativity of (3.6). 
Also in the first basic situation, commutativity of the diagram 
V0 (YW) 
(3.9) ~ ~ 
Vo([XY] [xw]) Vo([WZ] [YZ]) 
lvo<1,R~l lvoo'<zl 
V0 ([xyJ [[wzJ[xzJJ) 0 l/0 ([wzJ [[xYJ[xzJJJ 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
z 
R"' ~W: [XW] -+ [[WZ][XZ]]. 
If we take W""' Y and evaluate at ly we obtain the formula 
(3. 10) 
and hence also 
(3 .11 l 
Each of the two formulas (3.10) and (3.11) also completely determines 
the bijection given by commutativity of (3.9). 
The two bijections mentioned above induce a bijection between natural 
transformations 
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and natural transformations 
The same bijection is given by commutativity of the following diagram: 
Vo(Y [WZ]) O Vo(W [YZ]) 
(3.12) ![x,-J l[-,[xzJJ 
V0 ([xyJ [x[wzJJl v0 c[[yzJ[xzJJ [w[xzJJ) 
V0(1,~-~ ~~y,1) 
V0 ([:X:Y][W[XZ]]) 
If we take Y [WZ] and evaluate at 1[WZ] we see hows depends on R: 
[x[wzJJ _____ s_· ____ ._[w[xzJJ 
(3. 13) ~~ //4, 1 J 
[[[wzJzJ[xzJJ 
and if we take W = [YZ] and evaluate at myz we see how R depends on s 
(3.14) 
Commutativity of each of the diagrams (3.13) and (3.14) also completely 
determines the bijection given by commutativity of diagram (3.12). 
Finally, commutativity of the diagram 
(3 .15) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
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i iy Y ....-+ [IY] 
and natural transformations 
j j : I ......... [xx]. 
X 
If we take Y X and evaluate at we obtain the formula 
(3.16) 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric closed category. Define a natural 
isomorphism rJ = rJXYZ: Vo(X[YZ]) - Vo(Y[XZ]) by rJXYZ "'Vsxyz' using cco. 
Then we obtain the first basic situation, Lands are related by (3.6) and 
i and j are related by (3.15). 
PROOF'o From CCO and SCC1 it follows that we obtain the first basic situation. 
From cco, CC1 and ccs it follows that VL~z = [x,-]: Vo(YZ)--+ Vo([XY][XZ]) 
(proposition 1.6). If we apply V to SCC3 and use CCO we obtain (3 .6); if we 
apply V to SCC4 and use CCO we obtain (3.15). D 
4. REIATIONS BETWEEN SOME PROPERTIES IN THE FIRST Bil.SIC SITUATION 
4.1. PROPOSrrION. Suppose that i.n addition to the first basic situation we 
have natural isomorphisms 






i X -···+ [IX], 
and natural transformations 
I, "' 
X 
Lyz' [YZ] -+ [ [XY][XZ]] 
R Rz : 
XY 
[XY] -+ [[YZ][XZ]] 
and 
j Jx' r -+ [xx], 
which are connected by (3.6), (3.9) and (3.15). 
Then: 
(a) CC1 is equivalent to CC4. 
(b) CC2 is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
I 
(4 .1) /y~ 
[xx] R [[XY][XY]] 
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(c) CC3 is equivalent to SCC3 and to commutativity of any of the following 
diagrams: 
Rz 
[Y wJ _______________ _, [[wzJ [yzJJ 
l LX 
(4.2) [[XY] [XW]] 
l [ 1, Rz] 
[[XY] [[WZ][XZ]]] _____ s______ ...,. [[WZ] [[XY][XZ]]J 
[Y [wz]] ________ 5 _______ ~- [W [YZ] J l R[XZ] 
[[[YZ][XZ]] [W[XZ]]J 
[[XY] [X[WZ]]J _____ [_l_,_s_J _____ _ 
l [Rz ,1] 
[[XY] [W[XZ]]J 
PROOF. First we note that (3.9) (together with (3.7) and (3.15)) implies 




(4.4) l [ 1 Rz] l[Lx,1] 




(tL5) 1[1 l[Rz,1] 
[w [ [xYJ [xz J ]J s [[XY] [w[xzJ]J 
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RZ 
[x zJ _______________ _,,,_ [[zzJ [xzJ J 
(4.6) 1[1,i] l[j,1] 
[X [IZ]] s [I [xz]J 
(a) Apply cr to each leg of CC1: 
by the naturality of cr 
by (3 .11) 
s[l,i] by (4.6) 
and 
cr(jl i by (3.15). 
Hence eel is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
(4. 7) 
Commutativity of diagram (4.7) is equivalent to commutativity of the fol-
lowing diagram: 
X 
m [[XY] Y] 
(4.8) li 1[1,i] 
Ry 
[IX] [[xy] [IY]] 
as can be seen from the foll.owing two diagrams: 
X _______ m_____ [ [XY] Y] 
~ 
i [I[[XY]Y]] (4.7) [1,i] 
~-t4~ 
[IX] R [[XY] [IY]] 
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[X Y] 1 [X Y] 
~-2) [my 
[[[XY]Y] Y] 
i (4.8) l [1,i] [1,i] 
[[[XY]Y] [IY]] 
~1~] 
[I [XY]] 5 [X [IY]] 
Finally an application of o to each leg of (4.8) shows that the commutati-
vity of this diagram is equivalent to CC4: 
a([l,i]m) [1,i]o(m) by the naturality of a 
[1, i] by (3.3) 
and 
by the naturality of a 
[ i, 1 by (3.10). 
(bl Apply a to each leg of CC2: 
by the naturality of o 
j by (3 .11) 
and 
o(i) j by (3.15) 
Hence CC2 is equivalent to commutativity of diagram (4.1). 
(cl Apply o to each leg of CC3: 






Hence CC3 is equi.valent to commutativity of diagram (4.2). The followi.ng 
two diagrams show that this property is equivalent to SCCJ: 
s [y [wzJJ ___________________ _ [W [YZ]] 
~ ( 3. 13) 
X -......______ 
L [ [ [wzJzJ [YzJ J 
(4.2) l [1,Lx] 
[[XY] [x[wzJJJ [[[wzJzJ [[XY][xzJJJ 
~ZJ ~~ 
[ 1,s] (3 .13)~Y] [ [[WZ]Z][XZ] ]] ~1] 
~[l[m,1]] ~ 
[[XY] [w[xzJ]J s [w [[xyJ[xzJJJ 
[Y wJ 
Rz 
[[wzJ [yzJ J 
Lxl [ 1,m] 
( 3 .14) ~ 
[[XY] [xwJJ [y [[WZ]Z]] 
[l, Rz] 
~]] ~~ 
[ 1,L X] 
( 3. 14) [[XY] [ X[ [ WZ] Z] ] ] SCC3 
~] 
[[XY] [[wzJ[xzJJJ s [ [wz] [ [XY] [XZ] J J 
Finally, commutativity of diagram (4.5) together with the assumption that 
s·s ~ 1 implies the equivalence of SCC3 to commutativity of diagram (4.3). I] 
4.2. THEOREM. Let V = < V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s) be a symmetric closed cate-
gory. Then cV := ( V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L) is a closed category. 
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PROOF. If we define CT= Vs then we are in the first basic situation.Land 
s are related by (3.6) and i and j are related by (3.15) (proposition 3.1). 
By proposition 4.1 we have eel""' ec4 and SCC3 => CC3. Finally, SCC4 together 
with the commutativity of (4.7) implies CC2. D 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that besides the first basic situation V0 etc. 
with natural isomorphisms sand i and natural transformations L,R and j 
connected by (3,6), (3.9) and (3.15), we have a second instance V0 etc. 
with natural isomorphisms s' ,i' and natural transformations L',R' and j', 
again connected by (3.6), (3.9) and (3.15), Let¢: V0 --> V0 be a functor, 
0 V A A [ J [ J let¢: I' --+ ¢I be a morphism in O and let¢= ¢xy' ¢ XY ---+ ¢X,qiY_ be 
a natural transformation :i.n V0 such that the following diagram commutes: 
Vo<xl[:Zll ' 'o;yl[xz]J 
(4,9) V0 (¢X,¢[YZ]l V0 (¢Y ,¢[XZ]) 
t Vo(1,$) CT' Vo(l,¢) 1 
Vo(¢X [¢Y, ) ------------ Vo(¢Y [¢X,¢Z]) 
Then we have the following implications: 
(al CF1 - CF2; 
(bl CF3 - SCF3 and these properties are also equivalent to commutativity 










[ 1, $] 
J 
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PROOF. If we evaluate diagram (4.9) at g E V0 (x[YZ]) we obtain a commuta-
tive diagram 
(4.11) 
In particular, if we take X [YZ] and g 
¢Y 
(4. 12) m• l 
[$, 1] [[¢Y ,¢Z] ,<f>Z] _______ _ 
(a) Apply o to each leg of diagram CF1: 
and 
0' (j ') 
This proves CF1. - CF2. 
(b) Apply o' to each leg of diagram CF3: 
and 




by the naturality of cr' 
by (4.11) and (3.16) 
by (3.16). 
by the naturality of o' 
by ( 4 • 11 ) and ( 3 • 11 ) 
by the naturality of cr' and 
(3.11). 
Hence CF3 is equivalent to commutat.i.vity of diagram (4.10). The fol-
lowing two diagrams show that thi.s property i.s equivalent to SCB'3: 
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(4.10) 
[ ¢[[yzJzJ ,¢[xzJJ 






~ ---------- [m', 1 J 
[1,$] 
~' cpz ( 3 • 13 ) --------
[ ¢X [¢Y,¢Z]] s' ----- ¢Y [¢X,¢Z]] 
z 
¢[X Y] ¢R ¢[[YZ] 
---..__ ( 3 • 14) .--:--------






[ 1, ¢m] 
[<j,X, ¢Y] ______ _,..c<j,X, ¢[[YZ]Z]] [¢[YZ] ,<p[XZ]] 
~ (4.12) ~,i] 
~•] [¢X,[¢[YZ],¢Z]] 
R,¢Z '"-· [1,[$_1]✓ ~ 
(3.14) '- / s' 
[¢X, [ [ ¢Y, ¢Z]¢Z]] 
s' -~ 
. ___ _,,,, "-,_ . 
_.#'" ct1J "-U¢Y,¢zJ [<j,X,¢Z]] _______________ [¢[YZ] [¢X,¢Z]] 
D 
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" 0 4.4. THEOREM. If w = ( ¢,¢,¢ ): V-+ V' is a symmetric closed functor. Then 
C A O C C . W : = < ¢ , qi , ¢ ) : V -+ V' :i.s a closed functor. 
PROOF. Let w: V-+ V• be a symmetric closed functor. The following diagram 
shows that diagram (4.9) coll]lJlutes: 
v[x [yzJJ cr=Vs v[y [xzJJ 
~ V'¢s y 
¢ (1. 2) V' ,p[x. [YZ]] V' [xzJJ (L2) ¢ 
~ ~-V'¢~ 




V'[<j,X [<j,Y,,PZ]] V' [ cj,Y [ cj,X, <j,Z]] 
Proposition 4.3 then implies that CF2 and CF'3 are consequences of CFl and 
SCF3. □ 
4.5. PROPOSITION. (cf. [6], proposition I.3.8). Let V and V' be two sym-
metric closed categories. Let cj,: V -➔ V0• be a functor and let 
A A 0 
cj, = <Pxy' <j,[XY] -+ [<j,X,<j,Y] and ¢0 = ¢ox' vx-+ V'¢X be natural transforma-
tions. Suppose that the following four properties hold: 
(i) V' is faithful; 
(ii) Diagram (4.9) commutes; 
(ii) The following diagram commutes: 
( 1.2) 
(iv) ¢ox' vx -+ V' <j,X is an epimorphism, for each x E ob v0 • 
Define a morphism ¢0, I' ➔ <j,I by 
(4.13) 
<¢,$,¢0>, V-+ V' is a symmetric closed functor. 
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PROOF. If ¢0 is defined by (4.13) then the commutativity of (1.2) is equi-
valent to CF1 {proposition 1. 7) • Consider the image of diagram SCF3 under 
V': 
Since ¢O[X[YZ]] is an epimorphism, the exterior diagram is commutative; 
since V' is faithful t~is implies SCF3. D 
5. THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATION R~: [XY] --► [ [YZ] [xz] J 
Let I/ be a symmetric closed category. According to (3.9) and (3.11) 





Rxy' [XY]---+ [[YZ][XZ]] 
'I'hen the relation between Rands is given by (3.13) and (3.14). 
5.L PROPOSITION. Let 1/0 be a category; let V: ---+ S and 
* [-,-]: V0 x V0 ---+ v0 be functors satisfying CCO; let I E ob V0 , let 
i = X __,. [IX] be a natural isomorphism and let j jx: I ---+ [xx] be a 
natural transformation such that CC5 is fulfilled. Then for a natural trans-
formation R 
equivalent: 
[XYJ -+ [[YZ][XZ,]] in the following conditions are 
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(a) The following diagram commutes: 
(b) (VR!x> lx 1[xzJ; 
(c) (V~y) g [g,1] E Vo([YZ][XZ]) for g E Vo(XY); 
Since in a symmetric closed category V diagram (5.1) commutes, the proper-
ties (bl, (c) and (d) also hold in V. 
PROO!!'. The proof is similar to that of proposition 1. 6 and depends on CC5 
and proposition 1.5. D 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that in addition to the fi.rst basic situation we 
have a functor V: 1/0 -+ S satisfying CCO, a natural isomorphism 
s = sXYZ: [X[YZ]] -► [Y[XZ]] and a natural transformation 
R"' RiY: [XY] -+ [[YZ][XZ]] whi.ch are connected by (3.12). Then we have: 
l[xz] iff VsXYZ 
PROOF. 
(il Suppose (VR~)1X = 1[xz]· 
Apply V to diagram ( 3 .13 J and use CCO; ta.ke X [wz] and evaluate at 
l[WZ] E l/0 ([WZ][WZ]): 
v[m,lJl[[wzJzJ by assumption 
Hence Vsxwz = crxwz by (3.3). 
(ii) suppose VsXYZ "" crXYZ' 
Apply V to diagram (3.14) and use CCO; take Y X and evaluate at 
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(Vs)m 
o(m) by assumption 
by (3.3) and (3.4). □ 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that in addition to the first basic situation we 
have a functor V: V0 -,.. S satisfying cco. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(a) The following diagram conmmtes: 
a V0 (X rZ]) _______________ V0 (Y i:XZ]) 
(5.2) S(VX,V[YZ]) S(VY,V[XZ]) 
ts (1 'vyzl ls (1 ,vxz' 
S(VX,S(VY,VZ)) 8 S(VY,S(V~,VZ)) 
(bl The following diagram commutes: 
VY ________ v_m ___ v[ [yzJ zJ 
(5.3) lm lv 
S(S{VY,VZ),VZ) S(Vyz,ll S(v[yz],VZ) 
In a symmetric closed category these conditions hold (if we define 
o by oXYZ = VsXYZ). 
Note that if we evaluate (5.2) at g E (X[YZ]) we obtain the formula 
(5.4) V((V(oXYZg))y)x = V((Vg)x)y for XE vx, y EVY 
and if we evaluate (5.3) at y EVY we obtain the formula 
(5. 5) (Vg)y for g E V[YZ] (YZ). 
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PROOF. 
(V((Vm)y))g (V( ( (Vo) l)y) )g by (3.3) 
= V( (Vl)g)y by (5.4) 
(Vg)y by CCO. 
(b) ,oj, (a). Let X,Y,Z E ob Vo, g E Vo(X[YZ])' XE vx and y E VY. Then: 
V( (V(og) )y)x (V((V([g,1]m))y))x by (3.4) 
(V( (V[g,i]•Vm)y) )x 
(V( (Vm)y-g)) x by CCO 
(V( (Vm)y) •Vg) x 
(V((Vm)y)) (Vg)x 
= (V( (Vg)x) )y by (5.5). 
If Vis a symmetric closed category, then the proof of proposition 
4.1 implies the commutativity of diagram (4.8). If we apply V to that dia•· 
gram and use CCO and proposition 5.1 we obtain the following commutative 
diagram: 
Evaluation at y EVY gives 
i•(Vm)y [(Vi)y,1]: [yz] -·► [IZ]. 
If we apply V and evaluate at g E V0 (YZ) we obtain 
(V(i• (Vm)y) )g Vi• (V ( (Vm) y)) g 
and 
V0 ( (Vi)y, l)g g•(Vi)y 
(Vi •Vg) y by the naturality of Vi 
Vi((Vg)y). 
Since Vi is a natural isomorphism, we have proved (5.5). D 
5.4. THEOREM. (cf. [6], proposition I.3.11): 
The symmetric olosed funator' V: V --► S. 
If Vis a symmetric closed category, the functor V: V0 --+ S admits a 
A 0 
unique extension to a normal symmetric closed functor ( V, V, V ) : V -+ S 
which we st:!.11 shall denote by v. we have: 
and 
PROOF: Consequence of the propositions 5.3 and 4.5. D 
6. CATEGORIES OVER A SYMME'l'RIC CLOSED CATEGORY 
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In this section we first recall the definition of a V-category, given 
in [6], for the case that Vis a closed category. Then we investigate the 
extra structure in the case that Vis a symmetric closed category. 
6.1, DEFINITION. Let V be a closed category. A V-catego:ry A consists of the 
following four data: 
(i) a class ob A of "objects"; 
(ii) for each X,Y E ob A an object A (XY) of Vo; 
(iii) for each X E ob A a morphism I--+ A(XX) in Vo; 
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(iv) for each X,Y,Z E ob A a morphism 
These data are to satisfy the following three axioms: 
VC1. The following diagram commutes: 
I 
/~~ 
A(YY) L [A(XY),A(XY)] 





VC3. The following diagram commutes: 
A(WZ) 
Ly 
---------------- [A (YW) ,A (YZ)] 
lLX 




[[A(XY),A(XW)] [A(XY),A(XZ)]] __________ [A(YW) ,[A(XY) ,A(XZ)]] 
6.2. DEFINITION. Let A and B be V-categories. AV-functor T: A-+ B con-
sists of the following two data: 
(i) a function T: ob A-+ ob B; 
(ii) for each X,Y E ob A a morphism Txy' A(XY)-+ B(TX,TY) in V0• 
These data are to satisfy the fol.lowing two axioms: 
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VF1. The following diagram commutes 
VF2. The following diagram commutes: 
[A (YW) (YZ)] 
6.3. PROPOSITION. ([6], theorem I . 5 . 1 ) II-categories and 1/- functors form a 
category .if we def.ine the composite of T: A .... ,.. B and S: B -+C to be 
P: A -+ C where PX = STX (X E ob Al and PXY is the composite 
'I' 
A(XY) XY B('I'X,TY) 
STX,TY 
C(STX,STY). [] 
6.4. PROPOSITION. ([6], theorem I.5.2). If Vis a closed category we get 
a II-category, also denoted by V if we take ob V ob V (XY) = [X, Y] and 
take for j and L those of the closed category V. Moreover, if A is any 
II-category and X E ob A we get a II-functor Lx, A --+ V if we take LXY = A(XY) 
X X 
and (L >yz ~ Lyz· □ 
6.5. PROPOSITION. ([6], proposition LS.4). An S-category A may be identi-
fied with an ordinary category A if we identify the image of j: *-+ A(XX) 
with and identify (L;zg)h with the compositfi gh, where g E A(YZ) and 
h E A (XY) . An S·· functor is then an ordinary functor, and in particular the 
functor A-+ Sis the left represented functor A(X-). □ 
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric closed category. Suppose that the 
follow.ing data are given, 
(i) a class ob A of "objects"; 
(ii) for each X,Y E ob A an object A(XY) of V0• 
Then there is a biject.ion between morphisms 
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X LYZ: A(YZ)------+ [A(XY),A(XZ)] 
and morphisms 
R~: A(XY) - [A(YZ),A(XZ)] 
given by 
(6.1) Rzy = (LX ) X a YZ. 
A h . X Z Suppose that for each X,Y,Z E ob we have such morp isms LYZ and RXY, 
related by (6.1), and that for each XE ob A we have a morphism 
jx: I-+ A(XX). Then: 
(al VC1 is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
Ry 
A(XY) _________ [A(YY) ,A(XY) J 
(6,2) ~ ~1] 
[I,A(XY)] 
(b) VC2 is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
I 
(6.3) /~ 
A(XX) R [A(XY) ,A(XYJ] 









(WZ)] [A(YZ) (XZ) ]] 
z [1,R '] 
[Rz,1] 
__________ _.. [A(WY) [A(YZ) (XZ)]J 




(a) Apply CJ to each leg of VC1. 
(b) Apply CJ to each leg of VC2. 
(c) Just as (3.9) implies commutativity of (4.4) and (4.5), (6.1) implies 




[A(PQ) ,A(XY) J __________ [[A(XY) ,A(XZ) ][A(PQ) ,A(XZ) ]] 
[A(PQ) 
z 
1,RXYJ [L~2 , 1] ! 
(YZJ ,A (XZ)]] ____ 8 _______ _ [A(YZ)[A(PQ) ,A(XZ)]] 
i"(XZ) 
[A(PQ),A(YZ).,__ __________ [[A(YZ),A(XZ)][A(PQ),A(XZJ]] 
t[l,L;ZJ ,l]l 
[A(PQ) [A(XY) ,A(XZ) ]] s [A(XY) [A(PQ) ,A(XZ) ]] 
A computation similar to the one in the proof of proposition 4.1 shows 
that VC3 is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
A(YW) [A (WZ) ,A (YZ)] 
(6. 7) [A (XY) (XW)] [1 
1[1,RZ] 
[A(XY) [A(WZ),A(XZ)]] ____ s ______ _ [A(WZ) [A(XY) ,A(XZ) ]] 
By axiom SCC1 we may reverse the direction of the bottom arrow. If we apply 




o([i,R ]L ) 
Z X 
[1,R ]cr(L ) 
[ ZJ X 1,R R 
by (6.6) 
by the naturality of er 
by (6.1), 
by the natural.tty of CJ 
by (6.1). □ 
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6.7. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric closed category; let A and 8 be 
V-categories. Suppose that the following data are given: 
(i) a function T: ob A-+ ob B; 
(ii) for each X,Y E ob A a morphism Txy' A(XY) ....._,. B(TX,TY) in V0• 
Then VF2 is equivalent to the commutativity of the following diagram: 
Rz 
A(YW) --------------- [A(WZ) ,A(YZ) J 
lTYW 
(6. 8) B(TY,TW) 
lR·rz 
[Twz'1J 
[B (TW, 'l'Z) , B ('I'Y, TZ)] _____________ ..,.. [A(WZ) ,B(TY,TZ)] 
Consequently, if Tis a V-functor then this property hold. 
PROOF. Diagram (6.8) is the image of VF2 under cr. 0 
6.8. PROPOSI'I'ION AND DEFINITION. (cf. [6], propositions III.2.1 and 
III.2.2). If Vis a symmetric closed category and A is a V-category, the 
following data define a V-category A*, called the duaZ of A, 
(il ob A*= ob A; 
(ii) A* (XY) ~ A(YX); 
(ii) 
(iv) A(ZY) ~ [A(YX) ,A(ZX)]. 
If 'l': A -+ B is a V- functor then the following data define a V- functor 
T*, A*-► s*, 
* T X "" TX; (il 
(ii) * * * * * Tyz' A (YZ) -➔ B (T Y,T Z) is ·rzy A(ZY).......,,. B(TZ,TY). 
PROOF. Immediate consequence of the propositions 6.6 and 6.7: 
VC1 for A* is (6.3); VC2 for A* is (6.2); VC3 for A* is (6.4). 
VF1 for * is VF1 for T; VF2 for T is (6.8), □ 
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6.9. PROPOSITION. (cf. [6], proposition III.2.3). If Vis a symmetric 
closed category the assignments A 1--+ A* and •r r-+ T* constitute an involutory 
functor D: V*--+ □ 
6.10. REMARK. Let A be a V-category and let A* be its dual. 
*Z * * *X Define Rxy' A (XY) - (YZ),A (XZ)] by o(LYZ). 
*Z Z 
'l'hen RXY ~ Lyx' A(YX) - [A(ZY),A(ZX)]. □ 
6.1L DEFINITION. Let A and 8 be V-categories. A V-eofunctor T: A......;. B 
is a V-functor T: A* -·+ B. 
So a V-cofunctor T: A ......;. B consists of a function 'l': ob A -+ ob B 
and a family of morphisms A(YX)--+ B(TX,TY) (X,Y € ob A) satisfying the 
following two axioms, 
w 01 = VF1. The following diagram commutes: 
(6.9) 
VF 02. The following diagram commutes: 
A(ZW) 
Ry 
-------------------- [A (WY) ,A (ZY)] 
(6.10) B(•rw,TZ) 
TY 
['l'yw' 1 J 
[B(TY,TW), (TY,TZ)] ____________ --,,,.. [A(WY) ,B(TY,TZ)] 
6.12. PROPOSITION. If A is any V-category and Z E ob A we obtain a V-
cofunctor R2 : A-+ V if we take RZX = A(XZ) and 
z z z z 
(R )YX ~ Rxy' A(XY) ->· [A(YZ),A(XZ)] = [R Y,R'x]. 
PROOF. w01 for R2 is (6.3) and VF02 for R2 is (6.4), D 
6.13. DEFINITION. Let V be a symmetric closed category and let A,B and C 
be , A qua,n:-V-bifunetor• P: < A,B}->- C is an ordered pair 
P = <s,T> consisting of 
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(i) a family S SY: A-+ C of V-functors, indexed by YE ob B; 
(ii) a family T TX: B------+ C of V-functors, indexed by XE ob A. 
These data are to satisfy the following two axioms: 
QVF 1 . S YX = T¾ for each X E ob A and Y E ob B; 
we denote this object by P(XY). 
QVF2. The following diagram commutes: 
SW 
A(XZ) C(P(XW),P(ZW)) 
(6.11) lsy lLP(XYJ 
C (P (XY) ,P (ZY)) [C (P (XY) ,P (XW)) ,C (P (XY) ,P (ZW))] 
lRP(ZW) l[Tx,1J 
[Tz,1] f 
[C(P(ZY) ,P(ZW)) ,C(P(XY) ,P (ZW))] _________ [B(YW) ,C(P (XY) ,P(ZW))] 
Note that QVF2 is equivalent to commutativity of the following diagram: 
Tz 
B (YW) ______________ .....,,_ C (P (ZY) ,P (ZW)) 
lTX iLP(XY) (6.12) 




[C(P (XW) ,P(ZW)) ,C (P (XY) ,P (ZW))] ----------'..- [A(XZ) ,C (P (>.'Y) ,P (ZW))] 
The V-functors SY: A-+ C and Tx, B-+ Care called the partial V-funetors 
of the quasi-V-bifunctor P. 
6.14. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric closed category, and let A be a 
V-category. The V- functors R2 : A* -+ V and L X: A -+ V are the partial V-
functor of a quasi-V-bifunctor 
On the objects we have Hom A(XZ) = 
z 
RX= A(XZ). 
PROOF. QVFl holds by the preceding line. It remains to prove that QVF2 
holds. Axiom SCC2 for V implies the commutativity of the following diaqram 
(use (4.41 and (3.14)): 
[X[YZ]] _________ s _______ ,...[Y[XZ]] 
(6.13) 1 R[YW] 1 R[XW] 
[[[YZ][YW]][X[YW]]] [[[xz][xw]][Y[XW]]] 
l [LY,1] 1 [Lx,1] 
[[zwJ[x[YW]JJ [l,s] [[zwJ[y[xwJJJ 
If we apply V to this diagram, taking X = [yz] and evaluate at l[YZ] we 
obtain the following commutative diagram (we have used CCO, proposition 
5. l, and ( 3 .13) ) : 
L[YZ] 
[ZW] _____________ _,,_[[[YZ]Z][[yz]w]J 
(6.14) Ly l 
[[YZ][YW]] [m, 1] 
W l ----------R -s (3.13) ----
[[[YW]W] [[YZ]W] [m,l] --------..... [Y[[yzJwJJ 
Now we are prepared to prove QVF2: 
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(6 .15) 





[[A(YW) ,A(XW)] [A(YW) ,A(ZW) ]] [[[A(YW) ,A(ZW) ]A(ZW)] ,[A(XY) ,A(ZW) ]]] 
,,~,/~ ~ 
/ [[[A(YW),A(ZW)]A(ZW)] [[A(YW),A(XW)]A(ZW)]] 
[A (XW) ,A (ZW)] (6 .14) l [ll), 1] 
L [A(YW) ,A(XW)] [A(YW) [[A(YW) ,A(XW) ]A(ZW) ]] 
LA(XY) 
~ 








[L X 1] 





7. THE UNDERLYING CA'l'EGORY OF A V-CATEC-ORY 
In [6], section I.6 it is shown that a closed functor 4: V ---+ V' (V 
and V• closed categories) induces a functor 4*: V* -+ '. In [6], section 
I. 7 this is applied to the particular closed functor V: V -+ S. We restrict 
ourselves to this special case. Vis a closed category. 
7.1. DEFINITION. ([6], section I.7). Each V category A determines an or-
dinary category v*A = A0 , called the underlying categocy of the V-category 
A. This category (considered as an S-category (cf. proposition 6.5)) is 
defined as follows: 
(i) ob A0 = ob A; 
(ii) A0 (xYJ = vA(xY) 
(iii) The j" of A0 is the composite 
( 7 .1) 
VO Vj * ___ ....,..vr __ ~~vA(xxJ 
so that 1X E vA(XX) is the image of* under (7.1); 
(iv) The L' of A0 is the composite 
(7.2) 
X 
vAcxzJ __ VL __ .,.v[A(1.'Y) ,A (XZl J __ v__,,,S(vA(XYl (XZ)) 
so that the composite in A0 of g E vA(XY) and h E vA(YZ) is 
(7.3) hg 
Each V-functor T: A -+ B determines an ordinary functor V*T = T0 : A0 --+ B0 
called the underlying functor of the V-functor T. This functor (considered 
as an S-functor) is defined by: 
(X 12 ob 
(ii) (7.4) for f E Ao (XY) . 
7.2. PROPOSITION. ([6], proposition 1.7.2) v*V D 
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7. 3. DEFINI'l'ION AND REMARK. ( [6], section I. 7). For the underlying functor 
of the V- functor L X, A -+ V EILENBERG and KELtY adopt the special notation 
A(X-): Ao-~ Vo, so that 
(7. 5) A(X-) 
The value of A(X-) on the object Y is A(XY), and its value A(Xfl on the 
morphism f E VA(YZ) is given by 
(7.6) A(Xf) 
They also show the commutativity of the following diagrain of functors: 
(7.7) 
In the particular case A~ V one has V(X-) 
7.4. REMARK. THE SYMMETRIC CASE. 
Now we assume that V is a symmetric closed category. If A is a I/-
category with underlying category A0 then one can prove that the R' of A0 
is the composite 
( 7. 8) 
z 
vA (XY) __ v_R_ ... v[A (YZ) ,A (XZ) J --~ s (VA (YZ) 'vA (XZ) l 
so that the composite in A0 of g E vA(XY) and h E vA(YZ) is 
(7.9) hg 
From (7.8) it follows that O = (A0 )*. Consequently, if T: --+ B 
is a V-functor, then its underlying functor is T0 : (A*) 0 (A0 )*..._ B0 ; 
so we can consider the underlying functor of a V··cofunctor '1': A -·-r B as a 
z 
For the underlying functor of the V-·cofunctor R : A -+ V we adopt the 
* :notation A(-Zl: A0 --+ V0, so that 
(7.10) A(-Z) 
The value of A(-Z) on the object Y is A(YZ) and its value A(fZ) on the 
morphism f E A0 (xY) is given by 
(7.11) 






v/ v ~s 
0 
* In the particular case A= V we have V(-Z) ~ [-Z]: V0 --+ V0• 
7.5. PROPOSITION. Let A,B and C be V-categories and let P "' ( S,'r): 
( A,B) -➔ C be a quasi-V-bifunctor. The underlying functors S~: A0 -.+ C0 
X 
and '1'0 : B0 -+ C0 are the partial functors of a bi.functor P0 : A0 
which is called the underlying bifunctor of the quasi-V-bifunctor 
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PROOF'. QVF'1 implies that s~x = TiY ("'Po(XY)). QVF2, (7.7) and (7.12) imply 






If we evaluate this diagram at g E A0 (x1x2J and h E B0 (Y 1Y2) we obtain 
Y2 X1 X2 Y1 . s0 g•T0 h = T0 h•s0 g: P(X1Y1)-+ P(X2Y2 ). This means that the functors 
y X s0 and T0 are the partial functors of a bifunctor P0 : A0 x B0 --+ C0 • D 
7.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a V-category. The underlying bifunctor of the 
quasi-V-bifunctor Hom A: ( A* ,A) -+ V is the bifunctor 
ham A: A* x A -+ V 
0 0 0 
which is defined by 
(i) ham A(XY) A(XY); 
(ii) ham A(gh) A(x2h)A(gY1 ) = A(gY2)A(X1hJ 
for g E Ao(X2X1) and h E Ao(Y1Y2). 
We shall write A (gh) for horn A (gh). 
The following diagram of functors is commutative: 
(7 .13) 
In the particular case A "" V we have horn V = [ - , - J: v* x V ---+ V • 
0 0 0 
PROO~". Consequence of proposition 6.13, remark 7.4 and proposition 7.5. D 
7.7. DEFINITION. ([6], section I.10). Let A and B be V categories and let 
T and S: A-+ B be II-functors. A V-natza,aZ tra:nsj'ormation a: T -> s: A-+ B 
is a family of morphisms ax: 'I.'X -+ SX is B0 , indexed by the objects of A, 
satisfying the following axiom: 
VN. The following diagram commutes: 
TXY 
A(XY) B(TX,TY) 
{7.14) l 18(1,ay) B<a.x, il 
B(SX,SY) ___________ B(TX,SY) 
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7.8. REMARK. In [6] this definition is given for a closed category V. In 
* that case the definition of the functor B(-,SY): B0 --+ V0 (appearing in the 
bottom arrow of VN) is rather complicated. If Vis a symmetric closed cat-
gory then the definition of B(-,SY) is much easier (see remark 7.4). 
7.9. DEFINITION. (cf. [6], section III.5). Let V be a symmetric closed cat-
egory; let A and B be V -categories, let P ~ < S,T): ( ,A> -+ B be a 
quasi-1/-bifunctor and let Y be a fixed object of B. A family of morphisms 
in B0 
y; y: Y-,. P(XX) (XE ob A) 
X 
is said to be V-natUX'aZ if the following axiom is satisfied: 
VN'. The following diagram commutes: 
A (XX') 
TX 
---------.-. B (P (XX) , P (XX' J) 
B(yx•, 1) 
B(P(X'X'),P(XX')) _________ _,,. 
Similarly, a family of morphisms in B0 
(X E ob A) 
lB(yx,1) 
B (Y, P(XX') l 
is said to be 1/-natu:y,al, if the following axiom is satisfied: 
VN". The following diagram commutes: 
BO,,\,l 
B(P(X'X),P(X'X')) ________ B(P(X'X), 
With this definition of two extraordinary kinds of V-natural trans-
formations we are able to formulate the following theorem: 
7.10. THEOREM. If I/ is a symmetric closed category the families of morphisms 
i, j, L, R, sand mare V-natural in every variable. Moreover, if A is a V-
category, the families of morphisms j , L and R are II-natural in every variable. 
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PROOF. Let A be a V-category. 
(i) The V-naturality of j is expressed by the commutativity of the fol-
lowing diagram: 
The commutativity of this diagram follows from VC2 and (6.2). 
(ii) The V-naturality of L;Z in the variable Z is expressed by VC3 and in 
the variable X by (6.15). If we apply o to VC3 we obtain the following 
collll!IUtative diagram which expresses the V-naturality in Y: 
A(YY') 
Rz 
-------------- [A(Y'Z) (YZ) J 
(7.14) lLX 
[A (XY) ,A (XY' l J 
li(XZ) 
[[A(XY') ,A(XZ) J [A(XY) ,A(xz)]J [LX' 1.] --------- [A(Y'Z) [A(XY) ,A(XZ)]] 
(iii) The V-naturality of R~ in the variable Xis expressed by (6.4). If 
we apply o to this diagram we obtain the following commutative diagram, 
which expresses the V-naturality of R~ in Y: 
LX 





[[A(Y'Z),A(XZ)] [A(YZ),A{XZ)]] ________ _ [A(XY') [A(YZ) ,A(XZ)]] 
If we apply a to diagram (6.15) we obtain a commutative diagram which 
expresses the V-naturality of R~ in Z: 






~ [Rz' '1 J 
[[A(YZ),A(XZ)] [A(YZ),A(XZ')]] 
[RZ, 1] 
[[A(YZ'),A{XZ')] [A(YZ),A(XZ')]] ________ [A(XY) (YZ) ,A(XZ')]] 
(iv) The V-naturality of i is expressed by CC4. 
(v) If we apply CJ to each leg of diagram (4.3) we obtain the following 
commutative diagram, which expresses the V-naturality of sXYZ in X: 
(7 .17) 
R[yz] 






[[Y[XZ]][Y[X'Z]]] ____ [_s_,_lJ ___ [[X'[YZ]][Y[XZ]]] 
If we reverse the direction of the bottom arrow in diagram (4.3) 
(which is allowed by axiom SCCl), and if we again apply a to the re-
sulting diagram, we obtain a commutative diagram which expresses the 




l X L 




As we have seen, axiom SCC2 implies the commutativity of diagram (6.13). 
If we apply a to each leg of (6.13) we obtain a commutative diagram 
which expresses the V-naturality of sin Z: 
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Ly 
[Z'Z] ________________ [[YZ'][YZ]] 
(7.19) jLx tLx 
[[XZ'] [XZ]] [[X[YZ']][X[YZ]]] 
lLY 1 [1,s] 
[[Y[XZ']] [Y[XZ]]] ______ [s_,l_J _____ [[X[YZ']][Y[xz]J] 
(vi) The V-naturality of myz in the variable Y is expressed by the commu-
tativity of the following diagram, which is a consequence of SCCi, 
( 3 .13) and ( 3 .14) : 
(7.20) 
[yy•J [l,m] [y[[Y'Z]Z]] 
R Z l (3 -~:=~-; ! 3) f [m' 1 J 
[ [Y. z] [YZ J J -------- [ [ [YZ]Z] [[y' z]z] J 
Rz 
The V-naturality of mYZ in the variable Z is expressed by the commu-
tativity of diagram (6.14). D 
7.11. PROPOSI'l'ION. (cf. [6], proposition I.8.4). Let A be a V-category, 
let f E A0 (XY) and h E A0 (YZ). 'l'he morphisms A(fZ): A(YZ) -+ A(XZ) are the 
components of a V-natural transformation Lf: LY- Lx, A-->- V and the 
morphisms A (Xh) : A (XY) --+ A (XZ) are the components of a V-natural trans-
---+ V. 
PROOF. We rewrite the diagrams (6.15) and (7.16), changing the letters: 
RW 
A(XY) ____________ _______.,_ [A(YW) ,A(XW)] 
JRz tLA(YZ) 
[A(YZ),A(XZ)] [[A(YZ),A(YW)] [A(YZ),A(XW)]] 
(XW) I y [L ,1] 
,1] 
[[A(XZ),A(XW)] [A(YZ),A(XW)]] [A(ZW) [A(YZ),A(XW)]] 
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If we apply V to these diagrams, and evaluate at f E A0 (XY) and h E A0 (YZ) 
we obtain the following commutative diagrams: 
Ly 
A(ZW) [A(YZ),A(YW)] 
jl,x l [1 (fW)] 




[A(WZ) ,A(XZ) J __ [_A_(_Wh_)_,_l_J __ [A.(WY) ,A(XZ) J □ 
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CHAPTER Ill 
SEMI MONOIDAL CLOSED CATEGORIES 
1 , MONOIDAL CATEGORIES 
Int.his section we recall the definition and some properties of a mo-
noidaJ. category. We conform to the numeration of the axioms in [6], section 
II.1. For the definition of a monoidal category and for some examples we 
also refer to [17]. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A monoidaZ category is an ordered 6-tuple 
V = ( V0 ,G,I,r,1,a) consisting of: 
(i) a category V0 (called the underlying category of V); 
(ii) a functor-®-: V0 x V0 -+ v0 (called the tensor product functor); 
(iii) an object I of VO; 
(iv) a natural isomorphism r r . x· X®I ->- X; 
(v) a natural isomorphism 1 1.x: I®X --+ X; 
(vi) a natural isomorphism a axyz= (X®Y)®Z--->- X®(Y@Z). 
These data are to satisfy the following two axioms: 
MC2. The following diagram commutes: 
MC3. The following diagram commutes: 
((X®Y)®Z)®w ___ a __ ___.-(X®Y)®(Z®W) 
,,.,l:: .. a 
la i®a 
X® ( (Yiz) ®W) _____ __,_X® {Y© (Z®W)) 
L 2. DEFINITION. A aymme tria monoida 7, aategOT'IJ is an ordered pair 
II "' ( ml/, c) consisting of 
(i) a monoidal category ml/= ( 110 ,@,I,r,l,a}; 
(ii) a natural isomorphism c = cXY: X®Y-+ Y®X. 
':l:hese data are to satisfy the following two axioms (above MC2 and MC3): 
·MC6. '.Che following diagram colll!Ilutes: 
MC7. The following diagram commutes: 
::1::1 ______ a ____ --,,..,.X0(Y©:: 
Y& 1:: _____ 1_®_c __ '--___,,_m L 





Moreover, lI ~ rI: I®I _.. I (property MC5). 
In a symmetric monoidal category the following diagram commutes: 
MC8. 
□ 
1.4. REMARK. For monoidal and symmetric monoidal categories S. MACLANE [13] 
has proved coherence theorems. A coherence theorem states that every dia-
gram of a certain class commutes. In this case the class of diagrams con-
sists of those diagrams which are built up from instances of units, a, r 
and land, in the symmetric case, c, by multiplications©. For an exact 
description of the meaning of coherence we refer to [16] or to [17], sec-
tion VII.2. In the sequel we will use the coherence of a,r,l and c several 
times. 
1.5. DEFINITION. In a symmetric monoidal category V one can construct, 
-1 suitably combining a,a and c (the details being irrelevant by coherence) 
a unique natural isomorphism 
called the mid.d,le foUX' intePcha:nge isomorphism. 
The following diagram shows some possible constructions off: 
1.6. DEFINITION. Let V ~ ( V0 ,®,I,r,l,a) and V• = ( V0,@• ,I' ,r' ,l' ,a'} be 
monoidal categories; we write® for®'· A monoidal functor 
ii>: V--,.. V• is an ordered triple ii>= ( ¢,¢,¢0 > consisting of 
(i) a functor rj,: V -,, 
0 
v•. O' 
(ii) a natural transformation ¢ ¢xy' rj,X®rj,Y -➔ ¢ (X®Y); 
(iii) a morphism rj,o, I' - ¢I. 
These data are to satisfy the following three axioms: 
MF1. 'fhe following diagram commutes: 
,·r::., 
l' 
q,I q,X 'if 
l _________ ...,..¢ (I®X) 
MF2. The following diagram commutes: 
-i::,a 
r' 
q,X q,I q, 
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MF3. The following diagram commutes: 
t;xe;Fz •• xe<;r:::'. 
¢(X®Y)®¢Z $X®¢(Y®Z) 
; ((xot .. L _____ ¢_a _____ ,J:zll 
Let V = < mv, C) and v• = < mv, 'C' ) be symmetric monoidal categories. 
A symmet:ria monoidat funator ~: V-+ V• is a monoidal functor 
~ = ( ¢,$,¢O): mV-+ mv, which satisfies the additional axiom: 
MF4. The following diagram commutes: 
;i;Y ;fx 
¢ (X®Y}, ______ ¢_c _____ .....,.¢ (Y®X) 
c' 
{ ~ O V V < ~ o, V V 1.7. DEFINITION. Let~= ¢,¢,¢ ): -+ 'and W = W,W,W ,: -+ 'be 
monoidal functors. A monoida7, natUl'ai transformation 
is a natural transformation n: ¢-+ w: V0 -+ V0 satisfying the following 
two axioms: 
MN1. The following diagram commutes: 
MN2. The following diagram commutes: 
;1;y ·py 
$ (X®Y) ______ n _____ W {X®Y) 
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If<!> and IJI: V-+ V• are symmetric monoidal functors, a symmetne mo-
noida.l natural transformation n: <!> -+ IJI: V--+ V• is simply a monoidal nat-
ural transformation n: <!> -+ IJI: mV-+ mv,. 
1.8. THEOREM. ([6] theorem II.1.3). Monoidal categories, monoidal functors 
and monoidal natural transformations form a hypercategory Mon, and symmet-
ric monoidal categories, symmetric monoidal functors and symmetric monoi-
dal natural transformations form a hypercategory SMon. 
For the rules of composition we refer to [6], theorem II.1.3 and to theo-
rem II.1.4 of this tract. D 
2. SEMI MJNOIDAL CLOSED CA'l'EGORIES 
2.1. DEFINITION. A semi monoida.l closed category is an ordered quadruple 
V "'<mV,cV,V,'!') consisting of 
(i) a monoidal category mv ""< 110 ,@,I,r,l,a); 
(ii.) a closed category CV"" ( V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L) 
m 
with the same V0 and I as~ V; 
(iii) a natural transformation V VXY: VX x VY-+ V(X®Y) in S; 
(iv) a natural transformation T TXYzw' [XZ]©[YW]-+ [X®Y,Z©W]. 
These data are to satisfy the following seven axioms: 
PMCCO. The following diagram commutes: 
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PMCC1. The following diagram commutes: 
([XP]©[Y!])©[ZW] a [XP]®([YI]®[ZW]). 
T©l l®T 
[XOY,Pi]O:ZW) [:J•[rOZ,QOW] 
[ (X131Y)®Z, (P0Q)®W] [X®(Y©Z),!P®(Q®W)] 
~ [a,1]~-
[(X®Y)®Z,P©~ 
PMCC2. The following diagram commutes: 
PMCC3. The following diagram commutes: 
I®[XZ], _____ l _____ [x z] 
j ;,01 
[II]©[XZ] [1,1] 
j T [1,1] 
[I©X, I®Z] _________ ,[ I©X, Z] 
PMCC4. The following diagram commutes: 
[XZ]®I _______ r _____ _,_x Z] 
[XZ]®[II] [r, ] 
[xo,!zo:J _____ [l_,_r_J __ _,_[x®r,zJ 
PMCC5. The following diagram CO!IJlllUtes: 
XrY _____ i_· _____ [I,X®Y] 
101 j [1,1] 
[IX]®[IY] T [I®I,X®Y] 
PMCC6. The following diagram COlllillUtes; 
LX®Ly [PZ]FJ ____ ~ _____ ....,..[XP][XZ]]®[[YQ][YW]] 
[POQ,,...J [[XP]&[:Jl[XZ]O[yWJ" 
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[[X&Y,POQJ::,.wJJ [T,il [XP::;::L.,,,owll 
2.2. DEFINITION. A symmetric semi monoicla.l closed category is an ordered 
quadruple V = < smv, scV, v, T} consisting of 
(i) a symmetric monoidal category smV = ( V0 ,®,I,r,l,a,c); 
(ii) a symmetric closed category scV = < V0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s> 
with the same V0 and I as~5 mV~ 
(iii) a natural transformation V = VXY: VX x VY-+ V(X©Y); 
(iv) a natural transformation T = TXYZW' [XZ]®[YW]--+ [X©Y,Z®W]. 
These data are to satisfy the axioms PMCCO, PMCC1, PMCC2, PMCC3, and the 
following two axioms: 
PMCC7. '!'he following diagram commutes: 
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PMCC8. The following diagram commutes: 
[Z[XP JlO[W[YQ]] S@s [X[ZP ~rY[WQ]J 
[zow![:]O[YQ]] [X0Y,[ZP]O[wQ]C 
j [1,T] [l,T] I 
[Z©W,[X©Y,P®Q]] _____ s_______ [x®Y,[Z®W,P®Q]] 
2.3. THEOREM. In a symmetric semi monoidal closed category the properties 
PMCC4, PMCC5 and PMCC6 hold, as well as the following properties: 
(a) The following diagram commutes: 
(2 .1) 
xi:... _____ m ________ [[XOY,ZOW]l:'.,J 
[[XZ]Z]®[[YW]W] T [[XZ]®[YW],Z®W] 
(b) The following diagram commutes: 
(2.2) 
[XPT:Ql [ [pzJ [xz: T [QWl [YWJJ 
[X©Y,P®Q] [[PZ]®[QW],[XZ]®[YW]] 
t RZ®W [1,T] l 
[ [P®Q, Z®W] [X®Y, Z©W] ] ___ [_T_,_1_J _____ [ [PZ]®[QW] [x~w, Z®W]] 
(c) The following diagram commutes: 
( [XP ]®[ZR]) ® ( [YQ]®[WS]) f ([XP ]®[YQ]) ® ( [ZRJ@rws]) !- m•l . 
[X®Z,P®R]®[Y®W,Q®S] [X®Y,P©Q]®[Z©W,R®S] 
(2. 3) j T T j 
[(X©Z)®(Y©W), (P®R)®(Q®S)] [(X®Y)®(Z®W) ,(P®Q)®(R®S)] 
~~ ~
[(X®Y)®(Z®W), (P®R)®(Q®S)] 
Consequently, if V = < smV, scV, V ,T) is a symmetric semi monoidal closed 
category, if mV is the 'underlying' monoidal category of smv and if cV 
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is the 'underlying' closed category of scV then { ) is a semi mo-
noidal closed category. 
PROOF. 
(i) PMCC4 is a consequence of PMCC3 and PMCC7 (together with MC6 and MC8): 
[XY]®I r ~ y] 
~ MCB 1 ________ _ 








[ 1 ]1~~[1,1] 
,c MC8 ~
[I®X, Y®I] ______ [rnx·, y] 
[.r, 1] 
MC8 
~ [1,rl ~ 
[X®I,Y®IL [l,r] [x@r.·,y] 
(ii) The commutativity of diagram (2.1) follows from PMCCO and PMCC8. 
If we apply V to diagram PMCC8 and use PMCCO we obtain the following dia-
gram: 
V[Z[a'P]]xv[W[YQ]] vsxvs=axa v[x[zp]]rv[Y[WQ]] 
P=o V /:,;:, 
-®- V([Z[XP ]®[W[YQ]]l V(s®s) • V([X[ZP]]~VT~]) -®-
/- PMCC8 ·- ~ 
V[Z©WJ[XP]©[YQ]] V[X®Y,[ZP]®[WQ]] 
IV[1,T] V[l,T] I 
VS"'G 
v[ Z®W., [X®Y' P®Q]] __________________ v[ X®Y., [Z®W, P®Q] J 
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If we take Z = [XP] and W = [YQ] and evaluate at ( 1,1) we obtain diagram 
(2 .1) 
(iii) PMCCS is a consequence of PMCC2 and (2.1): 




i@i m®m (2.1) [T,1]1 PMCC2 [l, 1] 
(II.3.16) T t 
[[Z,[[yy]y] __ ___,_[,[XX]®[YY],X®Y] 
/ .,.,&[jl] [j&j,~ 
[IX]~[IY] T [I®I..;X®Y] 
(iv) The collllllutativity of (2.2) follows from PMCCB and (2.1): 
RZ®RW, [XP]®[YQl _______________ __ [[QW][YW]] 




[ [PZ]®[QW], [XZ]®[YW]] 
[ 1,T] 
s 
(v) PMCC6 is a consequence of (2.1) and (2.2): 
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T [T, 1] 
[ 1,T] 
1] 
[[Tl], [ ,[XZ]©[YW]] 
[ 1,T] 
[ 1,T] 
(vi) •rhe commutativity of (2. 3) .is a consequence of PMCC1 and PMCC7. The 
proof, for which one needs a rather big diagram, is left to the reader, D 
2.4. PROPOSITION. 'l'he symmet.ric sem1: monoidal closed category of sets. 
We obtain a symmetric semi monoidal closed category, denoted by S, if we 
supply the category of sets with the symmetric closed structure defined 
in proposition II.2.5, with the symmetric monoidal structure .induced by 
the cartesian product, and if we define TXYZW: [xzJ x [YW]-+ [xxy,zxw] 
by r(g,h) (x,y} = {gx,hy) (gi, [XZ]; h E [YW]; x EX; y E Y). 0 
2. 5. DEFINI'rION. Let V and V' be semi monoidal closed categories. 
A semi monoidal closed fwiator \il: V-+ V• is an ordered quadruple 
\il = (¢,i,$,¢0 ) consisting of: 
(i) a functor ¢: VO-+ v•. o' 
(ii) a natural transformation ¢ 'ij,'XY: ¢X®¢Y .~,:;,.. ¢ (X®Y); 
(iii) natural transformation $ A HxYJ [¢X,<j,Y]; a <j,XY ·-➔ 
{iv) a morphism ¢0: I' --, ¢I' 
such that: 
(1) m<l> ~ 0 mv -+ 111v, : "' ( ¢' ¢' <j, ): is a monoidal functor; 
(2) c\il := ( ¢,$,¢0>: CV -··+ cv, is a closed functor, 
and in addition: 
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PMCF. The following diagram commutes: 
j[XZ]FW] 
j ([xzr:JI 
[jX, ·:rY, jW] 
[¢X®¢Y, tj,Z®tj,W] 
[ 1, ¢] j[x•T:J 
[¢(X®Y),¢(Z®W)] ____ [_i_,_lJ _____ [¢X®¢Y,¢(Z©W)] 
Let V and V• be symmetric semi monoidal closed categories; 
a syrronetric semi monoidal closed functor<!>: V--+ V• is an ordered quadruple 
( ~ A 0 
<!> = ¢,¢,~,¢ } as above, such that 
(1) Sm<!> ~ 0 smv - smv, := { ¢,¢,¢ ): is a symmetric monoidal functor; 
(2) sci A 0 scv--+ scv, := ( ¢,~,¢ }: is a symmetric closed functor; 
(3) property PMCF holds. 
2.6. PROPOSITION. The semi monoidaZ closed functor V: V--+ S. 
Let V be a (symmetric) semi monoidal closed category. We obtain a (symmet-
ric) semi monoidal closed functor V: V --+ S if we define V = < V, V, 0, v0 } 
where 
(i) ~: VQ -➔ Sis the basic functor of cV; 
(ii) V = VXY: VX x VY--+ V(X®Y) is the natural transformation given in the 
definition of V; 
(iii) \j = ◊xy' V[XY]-,. S(VX,VY) is Vxy; 
(iv) VO: {*}-,. VI is VO*= (Vi1 )- 1L 
PROOF. By [6] proposition I.3.l.1 the functor V admits an extension to a 
C A O C C 
closed functor V : = , V, V, V } : V--+ S . In order to prove that 
Ill... •. "' ( V, ~v, VO } ·. ml/ --+ m,, ' ' d 1 f th h 11 . v ~ is a monoi a unctor we note at t e fo. owing 




VXXVY XY (X®Y) 
i l ~/I 
V(i®/ ·" /vi 
ViXVi . V[ItX®Y] 
V([IX]®[IY]) PMCC5 !' 
~~MCC~ V[l, 1] 
v[rx]xv[IY] -©- V[I®I,X®Y] 
This diagram agrees with [6],II.8.4. Hence from [6] proposition II.8.1 it 
follows that 11\,, mv -> ms is a monoidal functor. Next we prove PMCF for V: 




VT :~ S(vxxw,vzxvw) 
V[X®Y,Z®W] j j S(!, V1 
S ( V (X®:) , V (Z©W) ) _____ S_( V_,_i_l ______ S ( VXxVY, V (Z©W)) 





hence the diagram commutes by the naturality of V. If Vis a symmetric semi 
·a 1 1 d tl: scV ( /\ 0) scV scS . . monoi a c ose category 1en '" V, V, V : --+ is a symmetric 
closed functor ( theorem I I . 5. 4) and smv = ( v, v, v 0 ) : smV --+ smS is a sym-
metric monoidal functor ([6], proposition III,1,3). D 
~ I\ 0 ~ A 0 
2.7. DEFINITION. Let <Jl = (¢,q,,iji,¢} and'!'= (1/J,1/J,l/J,1/J ): V-+ !1 1 be (sym-
metric) semi monoidal closed functors. A (symmetric) semi monoidaZ aZosed 
na,turaZ tl•ansformation n: <Jl -+ '!': !I -+ V• is a natural transformation 
n: q, _.,. ~;: V0 --+ V0 which is a (symmetric) closed natural tra.nsformation 
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n: c<!> --,. c1': cV-,,. cv, and a (symmetric) monoidal natural transformation 
n: m<!>--,. m~, mV-+ mv,. This means that n satisfies the three axioms 
MN1 ~ CN1, MN2 and CN2. 
2.8. THEOREM. (Symmetric) semi monoidal closed categories, (symmetric) 
semi monoidal closed functors, and (symmetric) semi monoidal closed natural 
transformations form, with the obvious rules of composition, a hypercate-
gory PMCC (SPMCC respectively). 0 
3. TENSOR PRODUCTS OF' V-CATEGORIES 
In this section Vis a semi mono.i.dal closed category. If we suppose 
V to be symmetric, this will be mentioned explicitely. V-categories, 
V-functors and V-natural transformations are defined to be 0 V-categories, 
CV-functors and CV-natural transformations (cf. [6] sections I.5 and I.10, 
and this tract, sections II.6 and II.7), the monoidal structure of V 
playing no part in these definitions. However, the monoidal structure of V 
enables us to define a tensor product of V-categories, and as a next step, 
V-bifunctors. We develop the theory parallel to the theory of tensor prod-
ucts of categories over a symmetric monoidal category in [6], chapter III, 
sections 3, 4 and 5, as far as we need it. In chapter IV, section 11 we 
shall show that these two concepts in fact coincide in the case that Vis 
a symmetric monoidal closed category. 
3. 1. PROPOSITION. If A and B are V-categories, the following data define 
a V-category A®B: 
(i) ob A®B = ob A x ob B; 
(ii) (A5!B) (( XY} ( X'Y' }) = A (XX')®/3 (YY'); 
(iii) j( XY): I-··-+ (Al98) (( XY) ( XY)) is the composite 
(3 .1) 
(iv) 
j©j I ______ Im ______ A(D)~(nJ 
( XY} 
L( X'Y') ( X"Y" )' (A@B) ({ X'Y') ( X"Y" )) -► 
-+ [ (A.eB) (( XY) ( X'Y' )) , (A©B) (( XY} ( X"Y" )) ] 
is the composite 
X y 
Lx'x"®LY'Y" 
A(X'X")®B (Y'Y") ____ __, ... [A (X..'<' l ,A (XX"} ]®[B(YY') ,B(YY") J 
(3.2) 
___ T__ .,_[A (XX' )®B (YY') ,A (XX")®B(YY")] 
PROOF. VC3 for A@B follows from VC3 for A and Band PMCC6 for V: 




In a similar way, VCi follows from VC1 for A and Band PMCC2 for V, and 
VC2 follows from VC2 for A and 8 and PMCCS for V. □ 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. If T: A-+ C and S: B-+ V are V-functors, the following 
data define a V-functor T©S: A@B-+ C@V, 
(i) (T®S)( XY) = ( TX,SY); 
(ii) XY} ( X'Y' )' (A®B) (( XY} ( X'Y' }) -+ (C®V) (( TX,SY) ,( TX' ,SY')) 
is Txx,®Syy•' A(Y.X')®B(YY')-+ C(TX,TX')@V(SY,SY'). 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader. D 
3. 3. PROPOSITION. The assignments ( A, B) I-+ A@B and { T, S) .-.-+ T®S constitute 
a functor®: X □ 
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3.4. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric semi monoidal closed category, and 
( X"Y") 
let A and B be !/-categories. Define ~ XY) ( X'Y' ): 
(A®B) (( XY) ( X'Y' )) --+ [ (A®B) ({ X'Y') { X"Y" )) '(A®B) (( XY) < X"Y" )) J by 
{ X"Y") ( XY) 
~xy) <x•y•) = o(L<x•y•) <x"Y">l· 
{ X"Y") 
'.I!hen ~ XY) ( X'Y') is the composite 
X" Y" 
~x•®~• 
A(XX' )®B(YY' ) ______ [A(X'X") ,A(XX") ]®[B(Y'Y") ,B(YY")] 
T ______ [A(X'X")®B(Y'Y") ,A(XX")®B(YY") J 
PROOF. 
(X"Y") (XY) 
R = o(L ) 
(II. 3.11) 
[L(XY),1] _______ ___....,. ____ ~--
['!', 1] I 
T t,---[L-X"'®_L...,y'"'",-1-) 





(2 .1) T 
3.5. COROLLARY. If II is a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then 
and 
* * * (T®S) = T ®S • 
□ 
□ 
We recall [6], proposition I.5.3: If II is a closed category, we obtain a 
V-category 1 wi:th a single object* if we take I(**) = I, take j: I-+ I(**) 
to be 1I: I -+- I, and take L: I(**) -r [I(**), I(**)] to be i 1 : I - [II]. 
Moreover, if A is a V-category and X € ob A we get a V-functor 
JX: I-r A if we set JX* = x and take Jx: I(**)-+ A(XX) to be 
j · I-+- A(XX). x· 
3.6. PROPOSITION. A V-functot aABC: (A©B)©C-+ A©(B©C) is defined by 
and 
is 
a: (A(XX')©B(YY'))©C(ZZ')-+ A(XX')©(B(YY')®C(ZZ')}. 
A II-functor rA: Af!,1 -+ A is defined by 
and 
r: (A©I) (( X,*>,< X'*}) ---+ A(XX') 
is 
r: A(XX')©I-+ A(XX'). 
A V-functor 1©A-"'" A is defined similarly by 
and 
l: (I@A) (( *,X),( *,X' }) -- A(XX') 
1: I©A(XX')---+ A(XX'). 
r,l and a are natural isomorphisms in the category V* and ( V*,®,I,r,l,a} 
is a monoidal category. 
If Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then a II-functor 
CAB' A®B---+ B©A is defined by 
C ( XY) = ( YX) 
and 
is 
c: A(XX')©B(YY')-+ B(YY')M(XX'). 
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c is also a natural isomorphism in the category V* and ( V*,0,I,r,l,a,c) is 
a symmetric monoidal category. 
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PROOF. The proofs of VFl and VF2 for a,l,r and care straightforward veri-
fications. Clearly, a,r,l and care natural isomorphisms. The axioms MC2 
and MC3 and, in the symmetric case, MC6 and MC7, are immediate consequences 
of the corresponding axioms for mv. D 
3.7. DEFINITION. Let AB and C be V-categories. AV-functor S: A@B-+ C is 
also called a V-bifunator. Given a V-bifunctor S: A®B-+ C we define for 
each X € ob A a V-functor S(X-): B-+ C as the composite 
Similarly, for each Y € ob B we define a V-functor S(-Y): A->- C as the 
composite 
-1 y 
A __ r _ ___,.,..MiJ __ i_ro_-----<_A@B s ,.C . 
The V-functors S(X-) and S(-Y) are called the partial V-funators of the 
V-bifunctor S. 
From this definition it follows that: 
(i) S(X-)Y = S(-Y)X = S(-XY) for all X € ob A and Y € ob B; 




A(X X') C(S{XY),S(X'Y)) 
I r-1 I 8<xY> <x•y) 
1®j A (XX') ®I ____________ ...,...A (XX') ®B (YY) 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric semi monoidal closed category, and 
let S: A@B-+ C be a V-functor. Let s1 = (S(-Y))t € ob Band 
s2 = (S(X-))X € ob A be the famiiies of partial V-functors. Then·(s 1,s2 >: 
( A, B > -+ C is a quasi-V-bifunctor. 
SH() 
[C(S(X'Y)S(X'Y') 
/ "~1 [s,~ 1 ,1] . 
~ (3.3) 
(S(XY)S(X'Y'))] [S(X'-),l] !"B(YY'),C(S(XY\S(X'Y'))] 
( § commutes s i.nce i. t is the image of CC 1 under er) . D 
4. THE V-BIFUNCTOR TEN: v,w -+ V A._1\!D ITS PARTIAL v-FUNc·roRS. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. A V-bifunctor Ten: V®V----+ Vis defined by 
( i) Ten ( XY ) = X®Y ; 
(ii) Ten ( XY) ( X'Y' ): (V®V) (( XY) ( X'Y' )) -+ V(Ten ( X,Y), 'I'en ( X'Y')) 
is Y': [XX']®[YY']----+ [X®Y,X'@Y']. 
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PROOF. VF1 for Ten: 
VF2 for •ren: 
( XY) 
(V®V) (( X'Y') ( X"Y" )) L [ (V0V) (( XY) ( X' Y' )) , (Vii>V) (( XY) ( X"Y" )) J 
" (3.2) ~~ 
[X' X"]®[Y' Y"] [ [XX' ]0[YY' ]., [XX" ]®[YY"]] I r.X®LY •r/ Ten T / [[::rn•][XX" ]®[[yy•][yy"]] 
[X'®Y' ,X"©Y"] PMCC6 [!,T] [1,Tenl 
,[X®Y,X"®Y"]] 
~ 
[[X®Y,X'®Y'], [X®Y,X"®Y";]] ___________ [ (V®V) (( XY) ,( X'Y' )) ,[X®Y,X"®Y"]] 
[Ten,1] 
D 
4, 2. IlEFINITION. For the partial II-functors of the V-bifunctor Ten we adopt 
the special notation HX Ten ( X..J.) and KY "" 'ren ( -Y >. So the II-functors 




(ii) Hyz' [YZ]-->- [X©Y,X©Z] and Kxz' [xz] - [X®Y,Z©Y] 






l®J" [XZ]©I _________________ .... xz]©[YY] 
4.3. PROPOSITION. The underlying functor v*rl 
V-->- Vis X®-; the underlying functor 
VO ---+ VO of the V-functor 
VO --> VO of the V-functor 
PROOF. Consider the following diagram: 
VKY 
v[x z] Y[X©Y,Z®Y] 
-1 ~V,-! V(!Oj) (4-2) ~ 
r V([~®~ Y([XZ]©[YY]) PMCC0 
MF2 for V "~v ~~ 
1XVO ~ 1XVJ. " v[xz]x{*} _______ v[xz]xv1 v[xz]xv[YY] 
Evaluate this diagram at g E: v[xz]: 
y y 
(VK )g = (VK •r) {g,*) 
g®1 
'l'hus we have proved V KY -©Y. 
* 
S.imi.1.arly' V *Hx = X®-. D 
by the commutativity of the diagram 
by [6] proposition I.7.2. 
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4.4. PROPOSITION (The V-naturality of T). 
The morphisms Txyzw' [XZ]®[YW]-+ [X®Y,Z®W] are V-natural in the variables 
Zand W; if Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then the mor-
phisms TXYZW are V-natural in all variables. The V-naturality of '.I'xyzw is 
expressed by commutativity of the following four diagrams: 
Ly 
[W 'W] ______________ ___,__ [ [YW'] [YW]] 
l Hz H[xzJ j 
(4. 3) [Z©W' , Z®W] [ [XZ]®[YW 1 ] [XZ]®[YW]] 
j L"°' [1,T] l 
[[X©Y,Z®W'] [X®Y,Z©W]] [T,l] [[XZ]®[YW'] [X®Y,Z®W]] 
LX 
[z I z] ---------------- [ [XZ' rxzr 
{4.4) [Z'owLml [lxz' ::~~J [xzJo[,wJ: 
l LX®Y [1,T] 1 
[[X®Y,Z'®W] [X©Y,Z®W]] [T,l] [[XZ']®[YW] [X®Y,Z®W]] 
RW 
[Yj Y~~ _______________ _...,, :~:;Jl [YW] 
(4.5) [X®'Y,X®Y'] [[XZ]©[Y'W] [XZ]®[YWJJ 
l RZ®W [1,T] l 
[ [X®Y', Z®W] [X®Y, Z®W]] [T' l] [ [XZ]®[Y' W] [X®Y, Z®W]] 
z 
[X X'] ________ R ___________ [[X'Z] [xz] 
l Ky ,(YWl j 
(4.6) [X®Y,X'®Y] [[X'Z]®[YW] [XZ]®[YW]] 
I RZ©W [1,'I'] j 
t [T, 1] 
[ [X' ©Y, Z®W] [X®Y, Z®W]] ----------~- [ [X' Z]©[YW] [X®Y, Z®W]] 
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M>- [ [xzJJ 
~-1 -1 r '"', 
LX01 
,, 





l©j iYWJ K CC1 [Z'Z]®[[YW][YW]] 1®j 
y/-~x - 7 J:,01 




[Z' Z®W] PMCC6 [[XZ' [xzJe,[ywJJ 
LX0Y 
[ 1,T] 
[[X©Y,Z' [X©Y,ZEM]] [T, 1] [[XZ' [X®Y, Z®W] J 
The colll!l!Utativity of diagram (4.3) follows i.n a similar way from PMCC6, 
the commutati.vity of (4.5) and (4.6) is a consequence of the commtativity 
of (2,2). D 
4.5. l?:ROPOSI'ElON (The V-naturality of Kand H). 
The morphisms ~z; [YZ] -- [X©Y,X©Z] and K!z: [XZ] - [X©Y,Z©Y.J are v-
natura.l in the variabl0 ?.; if V is a symmetric semi monoidal closed catego-
-1!: y 
ry then HYZ and K,;:z are V-natural in every variable. The V-naturality of 
X y 
HYZ and KXZ is expressed by commutativity of the fol.lowing six diagrams: 
Ly [Z (_X _______________ _,._[ [YZ'] [YZ]] 
(4.7) [X®Z',X©Z] [l,HX] 
I LX®Y 
t [HX, 1] 










[[Y'Z] [X®Y,X®Z]] [ [X®Y I 'X®Z] [X&Y,X®Z]] 
[X X'] K 
z 
[X®Z,X'®Z] 
1 1? l 
(4.9) [X®Y,X'®Y] [[X®Y ,X®Z] [X®Y,X'®Z]] 
l RX'®Z 
[r-? '' 1] 
[rl,1J l 
[[X'®Y,X'®Z] [X®Y,X'®Z]] [[yzJ [X®Y,X'®Z]] 
[Z'Z] [[XZ'] [XZ]] 
l Ky 
[1,Ky] (4 .10) [Z'®Y,Z®Y] 
l LX®Y [Ky, 1] 
[[X®Y,Z'®Y] [X®YrZ®Y] [fxz•] [X®Y,Z®Y]] 
[X X'] [[x•zJ [xzJJ 
j Ky 




[[X'®Y,Z®Y] [X®Y,Z®Y]] [ [ X I z J [ X®Y' Z®Y J ] 
[y Y' J 
Hz 
[Z®Y,Z®Y'] 
j HX LX®Y 
(4. 12) [X®Y,X®Y'] [[X®Y, [X®Y,Z®Y']] 
l [Ky I 1] [KY' ,1] 
[[X®Y',Z®Y'] [X®Y,Z®Y']] [ [X®Y,Z®Y']] 
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X PROOF'. (4. 7) is VF2 for H , (4.8) is the image of (4. 7) under o; (4.10) is 
VF2 for KY, (4.11) is the image of (4.10) under CT (cf. diagram II.6.8) 
(4.12) is QVF2 for Hand K, (4.9) is the image of (4.12) under CT (cf. dia-
gram II.6.12), D 
4 .6. PRDPOSI'l'ION. If g: X -,.. W then the morphisms g®1: X®Y -,.. W®Y are the 
Y-components of a !I-natural transfiormation 
If h: Y -+ W then the morphisms l®h: X©Y -·, X®W are the X-components of a 
II-natural transformation 
PROOF'. VN for Hg: 
The proof of VN for Kh is similar. [J 
4.7. PROPOSITION. (The V-naturality of a,l,r and c) 
The isomorphisms aXYZ: (X©Y) ®Z -+ X® (Y®Z) , lx: I®X -► X and X®I -,.. X 
are II-natural in every variable. If II is a symmetric semi monoidal closed 
category then the isomorphism cXY: X®Y-+ Y®X is !I-natural in every vari-
able. These V-naturalities are expressed by the commutativity of the fol-
lowing diagrams 
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[X'®(Y®Z),X®(Y®Z)] _____ [a_,l_J _____ .._. [(X'®Y)®Z,X®(Y®Z)] 
HX 
[y•, Y] __________________ [X®Y', X®Y] 
l Kz i 
(4.14) [Y'®Z,Y®Z] [(X®Y')®Z, (X®Y)®Z] 
l l [1,a] 
[X®(Y'®Z),X®(Y®Z)] _____ [a_,_l_J _______ [(X®Y')®Z,X®(Y®Z)] 
(4.16) 





[x•x] __________ [X'®Y,X®Y] 
(4 .18) l HY l [1,c] 
[Y®X',Y®X] [c,l] [X'®Y,Y®X] 
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(4.19) 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (4.13) 
/ [a,1] 
[X'9(Y®Z) ,X@(Y@Z)] _____________ .,. C(x•ey)eZ,X®(Y&Z)] 
The commutativity of. the diagrams (4.14) and (4.15) follows in a similar 
way from PMCCL 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (4.16): 
HI 
[X'X] [I®X',I®X] 
~ 1-1 (4.1) T ~ 
\ ~ j®1 ~ / 
I©[X'X] __ _..,.[II]©[X'X] 
[11] [11] 
PMCC3 
.__ _______ [rnx•, xJ .,._ _____ ~ 
The commutativity of diagram (4.17) follows in a similar way from PMCC4 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (4.18): 
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The commutativity of diagram (4.19) follows from (4.18) and MC6. 
~ I!. 0 4. 8. PROPOSITION. Let ~ = ( q>, c/>, cji, c/> ) : V -.. v• be a semi monoidal closed 
functor. Then the following diagrams commute: 
(4.20) 
(4.21} 







The proof of the commutativity of (4.21) is similar. D 
5. THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS dXY: X--+ [Y,X®Y] AND uyx= Y _. [X,X©Y] 
5.1. DEFINITION. The natural transformations 
and 





5.2. PROPOSITION. (The V-naturality of d and u) 
dXY is V-natural in the variable X and uYX is V-natural in the variable Y. 
If Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then d and u are V-nat~ 
ural in both variables. The V-naturality of d and u is expressed by the 
commutativity of the following diagrams: 
T:, [1,d] X' [Y,X®Y]] (5.3) 1 [d, 1] 
Ly 







[[Y',X®Y'] [Y,X®Y']] [d, 1] 
j [d, 1] 
[X,[Y,X®Y']] 
[Y'Y] [ 1,u] [y• [X,X®Y]] 
(5.5) j BX I [u. 1] 
LX 








[[X',X'®Y] [X,X'®Y]] [u, 1] [Y [X,X'®Y]] 
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Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.4): 
RX®Y' 
---------------~- [[Y' ,X®Y']. [Y ,X®Y' ]] 
(5 .1) 
[KY', 1] [d, 1] 
The commutativity of the diagram (5.5) and (5.6) is proved similarly. D 
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X ________ d _______ [Y®Z,X®(Y®Z)] 
j d r [i,a] 
Kz 
[Y,X©Y] [Y®Z,(X®Y)®Z] 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.7): 
r x~ i 
-1 [1,r ] 
KI (4.17) /] ['.7~ 
(5. 1) + MC5 [rI ,f] 
le d [I,,X®I] 
The commutativity of diagram (5.8) follows in a similar way from VF1 for K 
and (5.1). 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.9): 
X d [ Y®Z-, X® ( Y®Z) ] 




[I xJ [I®(Y®Z) ,X® (Y®Z)] 
[a.lJI MC1 1 
Ky 
®1,1 







[y., X®Y] [Y®:Z,, (X®Y)®Z] 
5,4. PROPOSITION. Let V be a symmetric semi monoidal closed category. 





[Z®Wt (X®Y)®(Z®W)]_[_l_,_f_J ______ .....,_[Z®W, (X®Z)®(Y®W)] 









r , 1 







7X®·,P®Q] 1 r 
f 
1
/ n,,~,~ ~ 
(4.1) I • PMCC2 ,#/~ l©j 
('"-j~(l.j!I !O(j®~/ ~ (4.1) 
? £ • TOT •~ 
[X®Z ,P@ZJ@[Y®W ,Q©W] (2. 3) [ (X0Y) ® (Z®W)-, (P®Q) ® (Z®W)] 
T i i [1, f] 
[ (X®Z) ® (Y®W) , (P®Z) ® (Q©W)] [f' 1] [ (X®Y) ® (Z®W) -, (P®Z)® (Q©W)] 
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The commutativity of (5.13) enables us to prove the commutativity of (5.11): 
-~ 
1~91, 1] 

















-1 rr , 1] 
□ 
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let 4> = ( cj,,i,tcj,0 ): V _.. v• be a semi monoidal closed 











(5.15) I u• 
u,iJ I l 
[cj,X, cj,X®cj,Y] [cj,X,cj,(X®Y)] 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.14): 
~,•X®Y] 
(5.1) cj,[1- 17 
[I,X] cj,Ky cj,[I®Y 1 X®Y] 
j $ (4.21) I $ 
[cj, 0, 1] 
[I' ,cj,X]...,._ __ [cj,I,cj,X] [cj,(I®Y) ,cj,(X®Y)_\ $ 
)K,c/>Y ~ ci,1J I [c/>l, J 
[1,cj,] • 
K' cj,Y [cj,I®cj,Y ,cj,X®cj,Y] -[<j,I®cj,Y ,cj, (X®Y)] 
~!.: [,oo!,!] j MF! 
[I'®<j,Y,cj,X®cj,Y] [l,cj,] [I'®cj,Y,cj,(X®Y)] 
/2-1,1] [1-1,~ 
/_ L~ [l,¢] iJ ~ 
[cj,Y ,cj,X®cj,Y] _________________ __..,._[cj,Y ,cj, (X®Y)] 
d' 
. ' CF2 
(5.1) 
The commutativity of (5.15) is proved in a similar way using (4.20). D 
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6, THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS PXYZ: [X®Y,Z] -+ [X[YZ]] AND 
tXYZ: [X®Y,Z] -+ [Y[XZ]]. 
6.1. DEFINITION. The natural transformations 
and 
t = tXYZ: [X©Y,Z]-+ [Y[XZ]] 




XYZ [Y [XZ]] 
~u,ll 
[xzJJ 
6.2 REMARK. Define natural transformations 
and 
by 
If we apply V to the diagrams (6.1) and (6.2) and use CC0 and CC1 we get 
and 
Conversely, if g E V0 (X®Y,Z) then 
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(6. 3} ,rXYZ (g) [1,g]dXY 
and 
(6.4) TXYZ(g) = [1,g]uyx· 
Combination of diagram (6.1) with diagram (5.3) gives a commutative diagram: 
(6.5) 
and combination of diagram (6.2) with diagram (5.5) gives a commutative 
diagram: 
(6.6) 
6,3. PROPOSITION. (The V-naturality of p and t) 
The morphisms PXYz: [X®Y,Z]-+ [X[YZ]] and tXYZ: [X®Y,Z] - [Y[XZ]] are 
V-natural in the variable Z. If Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed cate-
gory then p and tare V-natural in every variable. The V-naturality of p 
and tis expressed by the commutativity of the following six diagrams: 
LX®Y [ziz~y _________________ ,[[X®Y,Z'] [X®Y,Z]] 
(6.7) [[YZ'] [YZ]] [1,p] 
j LX 
[ [X[YZ']] [X[YZ]] ] ______ [_p_, _1 J _______ t[X®Y, Z'] [x[yz] ]] 
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[Y Y'] 
HX - [X®Y,X©Y'] l Rz l Rz 
(6.8) [[Y'Z] [YZ]] [[X®Y',Z] [X®Y,Z]] I LX 








(6.9) [[X'®Y,Z] [X®Y,Z]] 








(6.10) [[xz • J [xzJ J [ 1,t] l Ly 






(6.11) [[X®Y',Z] [X®Y,Z]] 
[[y•[xz]J [Y[XZ]]] [t,1] 





I ·· I Rz 
(6.12) [[X'Z] [XZ]] [[X'®Y,Z] [X®Y,Z]] I Ly 
[[Y[X'Z]] [Y[XZ]]J [t,1] 
j [1,t] 
[[X'®Y,Z] [y[xz]JJ 
PROOF'. We prove the V-naturality of p; the V-naturality of t is proved 
similarly. 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (6.7): 
LX®Y 
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[z.' zJ __________________ [ [X®Y ,z' J · [X®Y ,zJ J 
ILY [1,L;] ~ 
CCJ 7 ..... 
[[YZ'] [yz]J [[X®Y,Z'][[Y,X®Y][yz]]] 
~ / 
~~ L[Y,X®Y] [LY,~\ (6.1) 
[[[Y,X®Y][YZ']] [[Y,X®Y][YZ]]J [l[dl]] [1 
r} ![1[d1]] , 
[[[Y,X®/ ~-- y ~ 
~[[d,1],1] (6,1) ---....__g. _ ,~ 
[[X[Y'ZJJ. [X[YZ]]J [p, l] [[X®Y ,Z' · [X[YZ]]J 















[[X' [YZ]] [X[YZ]]J _______ [=---<,_1-=-] ______ [[X'®Y,Z] [x[yzJU 





[X®(Y®Z) ,W] ________ P _______ __,,,_[:X [Y®Z,W]] l [a,1] 
(6.14)[(X®Y)®Z,W] [1,p] 
l p 
[X®Y' [ZW] ] _______ P __________ [x [y[zw] J J 
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MCC3' LX©Y 
[z w] ________________ [[X®Y,Z] [X@Y,W]] 
l Ly 
(6.15) [[YZ] [YW]] [1,p] ! LX 
[p, 1] [[X[YZ]] [X[YW]]] _____________ [[X®Y,Z] [X[YW]]J 
MCC4': 
(6. 16) 
Consequently all the axioms of a monoidal closed category (see definition 
IV.L2) hold; however, the natural transformation p need not be a natural 
isomorphism. 
PROOF'. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (6.13): 










~ r-, Lz] 
L[Z,Y0Z] [LZ, l~ ·~ ·-i·~a,11 Ly [l[dl]] [l[dl]] 
[[la]l] [[dl]l] [L2 ,1] 
(6. 1) 
[ [ 1 [ la]] 1]j[[1[1aJJ 1] •1 [ [ 1aJ1 J 1• , 
z y z 
[ (X!'!JY)@z,wL__::_. L ·- [[d1]1J_ [L ,1] • 
(6 .1) 
(5 . 3) j [KZ, 1] 
[[1d]1] (5 .9) 
p 




------ (6.1) ~ ~ 
[x0Y,[zwJJ- P [x [y[zw]JJ 
Diagram (6.15) is the V--naturality of PXYZ in the variable z (proposition 
6.3; di.agram (6. 7)). 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (6.16): 
The fact that p need not be a natural isomorphism is shown by several 
examples, for which we refer to chapter V. 0 
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6.5. THEOREM. If Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then the 
following two diagrams commute: 
MSCC1: 
(XOY (PZW] ] ________ 5 _______ -,,,..[z [X®Y ,w] J 
(6.17) [X [Y[ZW]]] [1,p] 
I c1,s] 
[) [Z[YW] J ] _______ s _______ [z [X[YW]] J 
MSCCl': 
RW 
[X®Y, Z] _________________ [ [ZW] [X®Y ,W]] 
l p 
(6. 18) [X [YZ]] [l,p] I iYWJ 
[[[YZ][YW]] [X[YW]]J ______ [r_..Y_· ,_l_] ____ ..,..[ [ZW] [X[YW]]] 
Consequently all the axioms of a monoidal symmetric closed category (see 
definition IV.3.1) hold; however, the natural transformation p need not be 
a natural ·isomorphism. 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (6.17): 
[X®Y-[zw]J s [Z-[X®Y,W]] 
~~~ SCCJ . [1~ 
p (6.1) [[Y,X®Y][Y[ZW]]J [Z[[Y,X®Y][YW]]J 
~!]~] //~~(6.1) [1,p] 
[Y[zwJ]J [[y ,X®Y}[Z[YW]]J [1[d1]] 
[ 1 , s] >J._J-------------
[ z [ yt1]]] s Z [X[YW]]J 
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Proof of the commutativity of diagram (6.18): 
p 










[x [[zw][YWJ]J _______ s ________ __.[[zwJ [X[YWJJJ 
The fact that p need not be a natural isomorphism is shown by several ex-
amples in chapter V. D 
6.6. PROPOSITION. If Vis a symmetric semi monoidal closed category then 
(6 .19) tXYZ = 5 XYZ • PXYz 
PROOF. First we show that 
(6. 20) T "' a 1T XYZ XYZ XYZ 
[1,g]uYX by (5.12) 
Next we note that the commutativity of the following diagram is a conse-
quence of SCC2 and MSCC1' : 
□ 
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[X©Y, z] _____ P ___ __,_.[x [YZ] ] _____ 5 ___ -----;_,_Y [ xz] J 
j R[YW] ) R[XW] (6 .18) (IL6.13) 
[[[YZ][YW]] [X[YW]]] [[[xz][xw]J [Y[XW]]J 
) [Ly, 1J j [L X, 1] 
[[zw] [X®Y,W]] 
[1 p] [1,s] ' ., rczw] [X[YW]]J [ZW] [Y[XW]]] 
If we apply V to this diagram, and use CCO, propositions II.1.6 and II.5.1. 
and the fact (just proved) that T = cm we obtain the commutativity of the 
followi.ng di.agram: 
T VO (X®Y, Z) _________________ ....,.._V O (Y[XZ]) l [-wJ j [-[xwJJ 
Vo([ZW] [X®Y,W]) Vo< [XZ][XW] [y[xw]]) 
) v0 (1,pl v0 (Lx, 1) 
V (1, s) VO ( [ZW] [X[YW]] ) _____ ~ ______ __,..VO ( [Y[XW]]) 
If we take z"' X®Y and evaluate at 1X@Y we obtain by the defi.ni.tion oft: 
D 
6. 7. THEOREM. Let 1' = ( ¢, r)i', $, ¢ O) : V -+ V' be a semi monoidal closed func-
tor. 'l'hen the following diagrams commute: 
MCF'3: 
¢p ;[X0T;--------------------j-¢ [;z]J 
(6.21) [¢ (X0Y) ,¢Z] ¢[YZ]] 
j,;-,11 p' j1d1 




1[$,1] ! [1,i] 
• t' [¢X®$Y,¢Z] ______________ __,...[¢Y,[¢X,¢Z]] 
Hence a semi monoidal closed functor fulfils all the axioms of a monoidal 
closed functor (see definition IV.1.3). 









(6.221 follows in a similar way from CF3 and (5.15). D 
MONOIDAL SYMMETRIC CLOSED CATEGORIES 
1 • MONOIDAL CLOSED CATEGORIES 
In this section we recall the definition and some properties of a 
monoidal closed category and a symmetric monoidal closed category. 'rhese 
definitions are taken from [6], sections II.2 and III.1. 
1.1. DEFINITION. A monoid.aZ closed category is an ordered triple 
V = < mv, > consisting of: 
(i) a monoidal category =0 ( V0 ,®,I,r,1,a); 
(ii) a closed category cV,; ( v0 ,v,[-·,-],I,i,j,Ll with the same 1/0 and I 
as 
(Hi) a natural isomorphism p = pl\'YZ' [X®Y,Z]......,: [X[YZ]]. 
These data are to satisfy the following four axioms: 
MCC2. The following diagram commutes: 
MCC3. The following diagram cormnutes: 
[X®(Y©Z) ,w] _________ P________ [x [Y®Z,W]] 
. j [a,1] 
L (X®Y) ®Z [ 1,p] 
_______ P_______ [x [Y[Zw]J] 
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MCC3'. The following diagram commutes: 
LX©Y 
[z wJ ______________ ----1.,_[ [ X®Y, zJ [ X®Y, wJ J I Ly 
[[yz] [YW]] [ 1,p] 
! LX 
[[X[Yz]J [X[YW]J] ______ [_p_,_lJ _____ [[X®Y,Z] [X[YW]J] 
MCC4. The following diagram commutes: 
[XY] (ry~il 
[X®I, Y] p [X[IY]] 
1.2. DEFINITION. A symmetric monoidaZ closed category is an ordered triple 
V = < smV, cl/,p) consisting of 
(i) a symmetric monoidal category smV = ( mv, c}, 
(ii) a closed category cV and 
(iii) a natural isomorphism p = Pxyz' [X®Y,Z]-+ [X[YZ]] 
such that ( mv, cV,p> is a monoidal closed category. 
In other words, a symmetric monoidal closed category is a monoidal 
closed category, together with a symmetry cXY X®Y-+ Y®X for the monoidal 
structure. 
,p' > be monoidal closed 
categories. A monoidal closed functor <!>: I/-+ l/' is an ordered quadruple 
N A 0 
<jl = (¢,¢,¢,¢ } such that 
( <) m,, ("'-;;: "'O> mV-+ ml/, ·al ~ 'i' := 'i'1'i'1'i' : is a mono:i. a functor; 
{«) c.,. •• ,.~ <"' ~ "'0 >-. cV--+ cv, · 1 a f L~ "' "' "' 'i' 1.s a c .ose unctor; 
(iii) the following axiom MCF3 is satisfied: 
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MCF3. The following diagram commutes: 
•l"""jz; •P ;rxl[;zJJ 
[¢(X©Y),¢Z] [¢X ¢[YZ]] 
! [¢, 1] p' j [ 1 , 
[¢X@q,Y,¢Z] _______________ _..[¢X ] 
If V = < ) and V• = ( smv,, cv, ,p') are symmetric monoidal closed 
categories, a symmetric monoidaZ cfosed func-/;or 1>: V-+ V' is an ordered 
~ I\ 0 
quadruple <l> = ( q, , <I>, q,, q, > such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
is a symmetric monoidal functor; 
is a closed functor; 
(iii) the axiom MCF3 i.s satisfied. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let 1' and '!': V --+ V• be monoidal closed functors. A 
monoidal closed natural transformation n: <!i ···➔ '¥: V -+ V• is a natural 
transformation n: q, --+ lji: _,.. which is both a monoidal natural trans-
formation n: m<!i --+ 111,p: ··➔ mv, and a closed natural transformation 
17: ···-+ ct7 -+ If <!i and '¥ are symmetric monoidal closed functors, 
a monoidal closed natural transformation n: <P -+ '¥: V ---+ V• will be called 
a symmetric m:moidal closed natural transformation. 
LS. THEOREM ([6], Theorem 1L2.2). Monoidal closed categories, monoidal 
closed functors and monoidal closed natural transformations form a hyper-
category MCC. Symmetric monoidal closed categories, symmetric monoidal 
closed functors and symmetric monoidal closed natural transfonnations form 
a hypercategory SMCC. For the rules of composit.i.on we refer to [6]. D 
2. THE SECOND BASIC SITUATION. 
Both the defining data and the ax.i.oms for a monoidal closed category 
are somewhat redundant. The dependence relations between the data and be-
tween the ax.i.oms are analyzed in great detail in [6], chapter II, sections 
3 and 4. In this sect.ion we summarize the results of these sections. 
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The second basic situation consists of: 
(i) 
(ii) 
a category V 0 ; 
functors[-,-]: 
(iii) an object 
The existence of a natural isomorphism 
is equivalent (cf. theorem I.3.1) to the existence of natural transfor-
mations 
and 
e = e : [YZ]®Y-+ z 
YZ 




The relations between TI,d and e are given by the following formulas: 
(2. 3) dXY 71 XY, X®Y ( 1x®Y)' 
(2. 4) 
-1 
eyz 1T[YZ] YZ (1 [yz] l, 
(2. 5) 71XYZ(g) [ 1, g]dXY for g: X®Y -➔ Z 
(2. 6) 
-1 
1TXYZ (h) eyz (h®l) for h: X-+ [YZ]. 
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The adjunction 1T induces (cf. section I.3) bijections between several 
classes of natural transformations. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
L 
y 
Lzw' [zw]-+ [[yz][YWJJ. 
If we evaluate diagram (2.7) at x E V0 (X®Y,Z) we obtain a diagram 
(2.8) 
[ J [x,1] [ J ry x•T~ 
[ [ yz] [YW] ] ____ [_1r_x_, l_.J _____ _,,[ X [YW] J 
If we take Z X®Y and x 1X®Y we see how p depends on L: 
(2.9) 
If we take X [YZ] and x we see how L depends on p: 
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(2. 10) 
Commutativity of each of the diagram (2.9) and (2.10) also completely de-
termines the bijection given by commutat.:i.v.ity of (2.8). 
Commutativity of the diagram 
V0 (X®(Y®Z) ,W) __________ TT ________ __, 
(2.11) i Vo(a,1) 'IT 




TT V (X [Y[ZW]]) 
0 
sets up a bijection between natural .isomorph.isms 
and natural isomorph.isms 
-+ [y[zw]J. 
If we evaluate (2.11) at x E (X®(Y®Z),W) we obtain a diagram 
(2.12) 
If we take X [Y®Z,W] and x eY©Z,W we see how p depends on a: 
(2.13) 
If we replace .in diagram (2.11) TT by TT-i (reversing the arrows), take 
W = X®(Y®Z) and evaluate at dX,Y®Z we see how a depends on p: 
(2. 14) aXYZ = TT 
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Commutativity of the diagram 
(2.15) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
r = X®I-+ X 
and natural transformations 
i X -+ [IX] 
If we take Y X and evaluate at we obtain 
(2.16) 
Moreover, if rand i are related by (2.15) then r is a natural isomorphism 
if and only if i is a natural isomorphism. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
(2.17) 
[x-J _________ _.VO ([XX] [XY]) 
Vo(l,1) j Vo(j,i) 
Tf Vo(I®X,Y) ___________ .,_Vo(I [XY]) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
1 I®X-+ X 
and natural transformations 
j 
If we take Y X and evaluate at 1X we obtain 
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(2.18) 
Now suppose that besides the second basic situation V0 etc. we have 
another such situation V0 etc. and that we have a functor <j,: V0 --+ 
Commutativity of the diagram 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
If we take X ~ [YZ] and evaluate at eYZ we see how i depends on¢: 
(2.20) 
-1 -1 If in diagram (2.19) we replace 1T by 1T and TI' by rr' , take z X®Y and 
I\ 
evaluate at dXY we see how <j, depends on <j,: 
(2. 21) 
If we take Z ~ X®Y and evaluate at 1X©Y we obtain a diagram 
(2.22) 
-1 -1 
If we replace in diagram (2,19) TI by TI and n' by 1r' , take X [yz] 
and. evaluate at 1[yz] we obtain a commutative diagram 
(2. 23) 
2.L PROPOSITION ([6], proposition II.3.2). Let V be a monoidal closed 
category. Define a natural isomorphism TI by 
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(using CCO). Then the second basic situation obtains, and the natural 
transformations L, p, a; i, r; j and 1 are related by (2.7), (2.11), (2.15) 
_ ~ A 0 
and (2.17). If <!i "" ( ¢,¢,¢,¢ >, V-+ V' is a monoidal closed functor, then 
¢ and i are connected by (2.19). D 
2.2. PROPOSITION ([6], proposition II.4.1). Suppose that in addition to the 
s2cond basic situation we have natural isomorphisms a, r, 1, p, i and natural 
transformations j andLconnectedby (2.7), (2.11), (2.15) and (2.17). 
Then the following implications hold between the axioms MC, MCC and CC: 
Ci) MC1 - CC1; 
(ii) MC2 - MCC2 -cc2; 
(iii) MC3 - MCC3 - MCC3' -ccJ; 
{iv) MC4 - MCC4 - CC4. □ 
2.3. PROPOSI'I'ION ([6]' proposition II.4.3). Let V and V• be monoidal closed 
0 categories, ¢: V0 --+ V0 a functor, ¢ : I' --+ ¢1 a morphism, and let 
A, ~ A A 
¢ = : ¢X®¢Y -+ ¢ (X©Y) and ¢ = <Pyz: ¢[YZ] --+ [q,Y, ¢Z] be natural trans-
formations, connected by (2 .19) . Then the following implications hold be-
tween the axioms CF, MCF and MF: 
(i) MF1 - CFl 
(ii) MF2 - CF2 
(iii) MF3 ~ MCF3 - CF3. □ 
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3. MONOIDAL SYMMETRIC CLOSED CATEGORIES 
In this section we introduce the concept of monoidal symmetric closed 
category. In the sections 6 and 7 we shall show that this concept coincides 
with the concept of a symmetric monoidal closed category (definition 1.2), 
so that in fact we give an alternative definition for the same structure. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A monoidal symmet'l'ia closed catego1!'!j is an ordered triple 
V = ( scV,®,p) consisting of: 
(i) a symmetric closed category scV = ( v0 ,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s); 
(ii} a functor®: Vo X Vo - Vo; 
(iii} a natural isomorphism p = Pxyz= [X®Y,Z]-+ [X[YZ]]. 
These data are to satisfy the following axiom (in addition to the axioms 
for a symmetric closed category): 
MSCC1. The following diagram commutes: 
[X®Y [zw]] ________ s _______ ..,.[z [X®Y,W]] 
j p 
[x [Y[zwJJJ [ 1,p] i [ 1, s] 
[X [Z[YW]]J ______ s________ (z [X[YW]]] 
3.2. DEFINITION. Let V and V• be monoidal symmetric closed categories. A 
monoidal syrrmet'l'ic closed functor \l>: V--+ V• is an ordered quadruple 
~ A 0 
\l> = <<1>,<P,<P,<P ) consisting of: 
(i) a functor <j>: V -+ V• • o o' 
{ii) a natural transformation <I> <j>XY: <j>X®<j>Y -+ <j> (Xtl!Y); 
(iii) 
A A 
<j>[XY] [<j>X,<j>Y]; a natural transformation <j> = <j>XY: -+ 
(iv) a morphism <j>O: I'--+ <j>I. 
These.data are to satisfy the axioms CF1, SCF3 and MCF3. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Let \l> and 'I': V-+ V• be monoidal symmetric closed func-
tors • A monoidal symmet'l'ic closed natural transformation n: Ill -+ 'I': V --+ V' 
is a natural transformation n: <I>--+~: V0 --+ V0 satisfying the axioms CN1 
and CN2. 
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3.4. THEOREM. Monoidal symmetric closed categories, monoidal symmetric 
closed functors and monoidal symmetric closed natural transformations form 
a hypercategory MSCC. For the rules of composition, see [6], theore!J1 
I.3.1 and theorem II.1.3. 0 
3.4. PROPOSITION. The rrKJnoida.l sy"rmetric closed eategoy,y of sets. 
The symmetric closed category of sets S (see proposition II.2.5) becomes 
a monoidal symmetric closed category, also denoted by S, if we take the 
cartesian product Xx Y for X®Y and if we define p by 
(3.1) g ( x,y} (g E S(xxy,z); XE X; y E Y) 
4. THE THIRD BASIC SITUATION. 
□ 
In this section we analyze the dependence relations between the prop-
erties CC, MC, MCC and .MSCC in the third basic situation. 
'11:'he third basic situation consists of: 
(il 
(ii) 
a category VO; 
functors [-,-]: xV --+V and-""-·V xV --+V• 0 0 "" . 0 0 O' 
(iii) an object 
(iv) a natural isomorphism. 
a= C/XY:c/ Vo(X[YZ]) ·-+ Vo(Y[XZ]) 
such that 
CIXYZ = 1V0 (X[YZ]) 
and a natural isomorphism 
TT= TTXYz' Vo(X~Y,Z)-+ Vo(X[YZ]). 
Hence the third basic situation is the conjunction of the first and the 
second basic situation (sections II.2 and IV.2). 





The existence of this natural isomorphism is equivalent to (cf. theorem 
I.3.1) the existence of natural transformations 
and 
with the property that the following diagrams commute: 
(4. 2) 
(4. 3) 
The relations between T,u and v are given by the following formulas: 
(4.4) uYX TXY,X®Y(1X®Y)' 
(4. 5) 
-1 
vxz Tx[xz]z< 1cxz])' 
(4. 6) TXYZ (g) "" [ 1,g]uYX for g: X®Y --.;. Z, 
(4. 7) 
-1 
c, V • i®h Y -+ [xzJ. TXYZ (h) xz for h: 
Commutativity of the diagram 
(4.8) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
If p ands are related by (4.8) then pis a natural isomorphism if and 
only ifs is a natural isomorphism. Moreover, if we have natural trans-
formations sand p, and a natural transformation 
L 
X LYZ: [yz]-+ [[XY][xz]J 
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then two of the bijections II.3.6, IV.2.7 and IV.4.8 deterrnine the third. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
(4.9) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
i. Y -+ [IY]. 
If we take Y X and evaluate at 1X we obtain 
(4.10) 
If i and l are related by (4.9) then l is a natural isomorphism if and 
only if i is a natural isomorphism. Moreover, if we have natural trans-
formations land i, and a natural transformation 
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then two of the bijections II.3.15, IV.2.18 and IV.4.9 determine the third. 
Commutativity of the diagram 
(4.11) 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
and natural transformations 
If we take Y = X and evaluate at 1X we obtain 
(4.12) 
If we have natural transformations rand j, and a natural transformation 
then two of the bijections II.3.15, IV.2.15 and IV.4.11 determine the third. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. Define 
cr and~ by aXYZ = VsXYZ and ~XYZ = VpXYZ" (using CC0). Then the third 
basic situation obtains ands and pare related by (4.8). Consequently L 
and pare related by (2.7). 
PROOF: (4.8) is the image of MSCCl under v. D 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose that in addition to the third basic situation we 
have natural isomorphisms a, 1, r, p, sand i and natural transformations 
L, p and j connected by II.3.6; II.3.9; II.3.15; 2.11; 2.15; 2.17 and 4.8. 
Then' the following implications hold: 
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(i) MC1 - CC1 - CC4 - MCC4 - MC4; 
(ii) MC2 - MCC2 - CC2; 
(iii) MC3 - MCC3 - MCC3' - CC3 - SCC3 - MSCC1 - MSCC1'. 
PROOF. (i) and (ii) follow from proposition II.4.1 and proposition 2.2. 
From these propositions it also follows that MC3 - MCC3 - MCC3' - CC3 
- SCC3. From the proof of theorem IIL6.5 it follows that SCC3 '-" MSCCl 
=;. MSCC1'. An application of a to each leg of MSCC1' shows that MSCC1' 
- MCC3'. 'l'his completes the proof. D 
4. 3. THEOREM. Let V == ( @,p} be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 
Define CT and TI by CTXYZ = VsXYZ and TIXYZ = Vpxyz· If we define natural 
transformations a, rand 1 by (2.14), (2.16) and (2.18) then mV := 
= ( V0,©,I,r,l,a) is a monoidal category and mcV :"' { mV, cV,p) is a monoidal 
closed category. 
PROOF. By proposition 4.1 we are in the third basic situation. From the 
definition it follows that a and rare natural. isomorphisms. Since 
-1. 
= 11 Jx and = aiX it follows that lx = T and hence l i.s also a 
natural isomorphism. The propositions II.2.1, 4.1 and 4.2 imply the second 
part of assertion. D 
4.4. REMARK. Proposition 4.2 implies the possibility of an alternative 
definition of a roonoidal symmetric closed category which looks more like 
the definition of a syllRl!etric monoidal closed category, in which the mo-
noidal structure is a part of the definition, and the axioms guarantee 
that tl1e natural transformations appearing in the definition are suitably 
related. We give such an alternative definition: 




m a monoidal. category V = ( v0 ,®,I,r,l,a); 
a symmetric closed category scV = ( V0,v,[-,-],I,i,j,L,s} with the 
same V0 and I as mV; 
(i.i.i) a natural isomorphism p = Pxyz: [X©Y, Z] -> [X[YZ] J. 
These data are to satisfy the axioms MCC2, MCC3, MCC4 and MSCCL 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Suppose that besides the third basic situation etc. 
with natural isomorphisms a, 1, r, p, sand i and natural transformations L 
and j connected by IL3.6; IL3.15; 2.11; 2.15; 2.17 and 4.8 we have a 
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a second one V0 etc., with natural isomorphisms a',l',r',p',s',i' and nat-
ural transformations L' and j' connected in the same way. Let¢: V0 -+ V0 
0 
be a functor, let¢: I'-+ $I be a morphism in V0 and let 
~ = ~yz= $[YZ]-+ [$Y,$Z] and~= ~XY: ¢X©$Y-+ $(X®Y) be natural trans-
formations with the property that the diagrams II.4.9 and 2.19 commute. 
Then the following implications hold between the axioms CF, MF, MCF and SCF: 
(i) MF1 - CF1 - CF2 - MF2; 
(ii) MF3 - MCF3 - CF3 - SCF3. 
PROOF. Consequence of the propositions II.4.3 and IV.2.3. D 
4.6. REMARK. The preceding propositions shows that CF1 and SCF3 determine 
the other properties. In fact, it is possible to define a monoidal symmetric 
closed functor~: V-+ V• to be a symmetric closed functor 
~ = ( ¢,t¢0 ): scV---+- scv, and then to define the natural transformation 
~ ,-, ~ A 0 
$ "' 'l>xy: ¢X®¢Y---+- $(X®Y) by (2.21). Then MCF3 holds, so ( ¢,$,¢,¢ ) is a 
monoidal symmetric closed functor in the sense of definition 3.2. As a 
corollary to this remark we have: 
4.7. PROPOSITION. The monoidal syrrmetrie closed fwietor V: V-+ S. 
The functor V: V0 -+ S admits a unique extension to a monoidal symmetric 
closed functor V: V-+ S. According to theorem II°.5.4 and the preceding 
remark, the natural transformation 
V VXY: VX x VY -+ V(X®Y) 
is defined by 
(4.13) 
or, equivalently, by the following diagram: 
vxxl~dx1 V(~l®Y: 
vx1 V[Y,X®Y]XVY __________ S(VY,V(X®Y})XVY 




4.8. REMARK. Let W: V-+ V• be a monoidal symmetric closed functor. By 
propositi.on 4.5 the diagrams II.4.9 and 2.19 commute. Conjunction of these 
diagrams gives the following commutative diagram: 
v,,x•Y1Z: ",'yj[:Z]) 
Vo(<jl(X®Y) ,<jlZ) Vo(<jlY,<jl[XZ]) 
(4.14) j va ,¢XY, 1) '' j va ( dx,' 
V0(<jlX®<jlY,<jlZ) __________________ v0(<jlY,[<jlX,<jiZ1) 
If we take Z = X©Y and evaluate at 1X@Y we obtain the following diagram: 
(4.15) 
-1 -1 If in diagram (4.14) we replace T by T and t' by t' , take Y [XZ] 
and evaluate at l[xz] we obtain the following diagram, 
(4.16) 'r:;l v' "T:ll 
<jlX®[<jlX,<jlZ] ________ __,_<jiz 
5. THE NATURAL ISOMORPHISM t:KYZ: [X®Y, z] --+ [Y[xz] 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. A natural 
transformation 
is defined by the following diagram: 
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(5.1) 
5.2. REMARK. In the third basic situation, commutativity of the diagram 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
t = tXYW: [X®Y,W]-+ [Y[XW]] 
and natural transformations 
X L = Lzw' [zwJ-+ [[xzJ[xwJJ. 
If we evaluate diagram (5.2) at x E V0 (X®Y,Z) we obtain a diagram 
Ex [z wJ ___________ [[xzJ [xwJJ 
(5.3) ! [x,1] ! [Tx,1] 
[X®Y,W] t [Y [XW]] 
If we take Z = Xel'tY and x = 1 we obtain diagram (5.1); if we take Y [XZ] 
and x = vxz we see how L.depends on t: 






Each of the diagrams (5.1) and (5.4) also completely determines the bi-
jection given by co!lllllutativity of diagram (5.2). Diagram (5.3) together 




[X y..,_ ________ .......,[ [XX] [XY]] 
j [r,1] j [j,1] 
[X®I,Y] t [I [XY]] 
(5.6) 
LI [x yJ __________ ccrxJ [ryJJ l [1.,1 l c,.,1 
[I®X,Y] t [X [IY]] 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed ccttegory. 'l'hen 
(5.7) t 
PROOF. In a monoidal symmetric closed category we have by definition 
, = cP1T, and by propositions 4.1 and 4.2, MSCC1' ,holds. In the proof of 
proposition III.6.6 it is shown how these facts, together with SCC2, imply 
that t = sp. [] 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. Then 
t =0 tXYz' [X@Y,Z] -+ [Y[XZ]] is a natural isomorphism and VtXYZ ,,. 'xyz· D 
5. 5. PROPOSI'l'ION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 
Then the following diagrams commute: 
t.X®Y 
[wlz:_x ______________ ___,,_[[X®Y,W] [x®Y,zJJ 
(5.8) [[xwJ [xzJJ [ 1,t] l Ly 
[[Y[XW]J [Y[XZ]]] ______ [_t_, l_J ____ __..[[X®Y,W] [y[xz]]] 
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[X©Y,Z] t [Y [xzJJ 
RW 
( R[XW] 
(5. 9) [[[xzJ[xwJJ [Y[XWJJJ 
[[zw] [X®Y,W] 
[ 1, t] 
( '1] 
[[zwJ [y[xwJJJ 
[X®Y [zw]J t [y [x[zwJJJ 
(5.10 
l, 
[z [X®Y,W]] [1,s] ! ['. t] 
[Z [Y[XW]]] s [Y [z[xwJJJ 
[X0(Y®Z) ,W] [a, 1] '(X®Y)®Z,W] 




[Y [z[xwJJJ [y [X[ZW]]J 
[X®(Y®Z),W] [a,1] [(X®Y)®Z,W] 
( t 
(5.12) [Y©Z [XW]J t 
J t 
[ 1, 1] [Z [Y[XW]]] [z [X®Y,W]] 
PROOF. 1~e commutativity of diagram (5.9) is a consequence of the commuta-
tivity of the diagram II.6.13 and III.6.18 (MSCC1'), and the fact that 
t ~ s•p (see the proof of proposition III.6.6). Diagram (5.8) is the image 
of diagram (5.9) under cr. 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.10); 
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[X®Y' [zw]J t -J:.Y(X[ZW]]J 
------~ ( 5 • 7) / 
 /' 
~ X[Y [ ZW]] ] 
5 MSCC1 ,/ 
/ [1,s] 
[Z ~] /~x[Z[YW]]] 
[ 1,s] 
[1,t] (5. 7) [Z[X[YW]]J SCC2 
~s] 
[z [Y[XW] ]] ________ s __________ [Y(Z[XW]]] 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.11): 
[X® (Y®Z) ,w] [a, l] [ (X®Y)@Z,, W] 
~ j ~ MCC3 p 
(5. 7) [X[Y®Z,W]] [X®Y [zw]J t 
s~,,-- ~[1,p] . ~
,,¢Y'./' ~ ~ 
[Y®Z [XW]] [X[Y[ZW]]J (5. 7) t 
j asccl ~
[: [z[xw]JJ [l,s] s [Y [x[zwJJJ 
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Proof of the commutativity of diagram (5.12): 
[a, 1] 
[X® (Y®Z) ,W] _________________ ---,,,,_[ (X®Y)®Z ,W] 
~X[Y8Z,Wl] /~pJ 
/ [x(~ 
[Y®Z. [XW]] MSCC1 s (5. 7) [X®Y{ZW] 
~ /-
~~ [Y[X[ZW]]J t 
/[ J 
/ 1,s 
(5. 7l /[.z[wxJJJ (5.10) \ 
/ 







5.6. REMARK. If we apply V to the diagrams (5.11) and (5.12) and evaluate 
at x E V0 (X®(Y®Z),W) we obtain the following diagrams (see also diagram 
(2.12)}: 
Y rn (xa) [x[zw]J 
(5.13) ~~~ ~ 
[z[xw:JJ 
(5. 14) 
5. 7. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 'I'hen the 





PROOF. The co111!l!Utativity of (5.15) follows from CC2 and (5.5); the commu-
tativity of (5.16) follows from CC4 and (5.6). D 
~ I\ 0 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let <!> = ( ¢,qi,¢,¢ ): V.......,. V' be a monoidal symmetric 
closed functor. Then the following diagram commutes: 
PROOF. 'l'he commutativity of diagram (5.17) follows from proposition 5.3 
and the axioms SCF3 and MCF3. It follows also from the definition oft, 
CF3 and (4.15). D 
6, TEE NATURAL ISOMORPHISM cXY X@Y ->- Y®X 
6. L DEFINITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category . 
A natural transformation 
c = X®Y-+ Y®X 




or, equivalently, by the following diagram: 
(6. 2) 
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(Note that, since T = 0•11, we have 
-1 
'IT T (1 ) 
X®Y 
6.2. THEOREM. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. Then c is a 
natural isomorphism satisfying MC6 and MC7. Consequently smV = ( mV, c) is 
a symmetric monoidal category and { smV,cV,p} is a symmetric monoidal closed 
category. Moreover, the following diagram commutes: 
[c, 1] [X@Y,Z] ______________ [Y@X,Z] 
(6. 3) J p J p 
[x [yzJJ s Y [xzJJ 
PROOF. First we prove the commutativity of diagram (6.3): 
(2.10) j 
LX . . p 
~---___,.,_[ [ X, X®Y J · [ XZ]] p 
p 
----- t ( 5. 1) ~-u' 1 J ------..::::__ 
s ----------------- -
[X [YZ]], ___________________ ---__.[Y [xz]J 
(5.7) 
Next, consider the following diagram 
(6.3) p 
'l'he outer rectangle commutes, the lower triangle commutes and the two 
inner squares commute, hence the upper triangle commutes since pis an 
isomorphism. If we apply V to this diagram, take z"' X®Y and evaluate at 
lX®Y we obtain MC6. The validity of MC6 implies that c is a natural iso-
morphism. For the proof MC7, consider the following diagram: 
If we apply V to the outer diagram, take W 
1Y®(Z®X) we obtain diagram MC7. D 
Y®(Z®X) and evaluate at 
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6. 3. '.L'HEOREM. Let ¢: V -+ V• be a monoidal symmetric closed functor. 'I'hen 
JYiF4 holds. Hence¢ is a symmetric monoidal closed functor. 
-1 




by the naturality of 1r 
by (6.1) 
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by (6.1). D 
7. SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL CLosED CATEGORIES. 
In the preceding section we have shown that a monoidal symmetric 
closed category is a symmetric monoidal closed category (see definitions 
1.2 and 3.1). In this section we show that the converse is also true, so 
that these two concepts may be identified. 
7. 1. THEOREM. Let V = < smv, cV, p) be a symmetric monoidal closed category. 
Define a natural transformation 




[ X®Y, z] ______ [_c_, _1 _J ___ [Y®X, Z] 
Then sci/"" (cV,s) is a symmetric closed category, and <scll,®,p) is a mo-
noidal symmetric closed category. 
PROOF. We have to prove the axioms SCC1, SCC2, SCC3, SCC4 and MSCC1. 
SCC1 is a simple consequence of the definition of sand axiom MC6. 
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Proof of SCC2: 
[X[Y[ZW]] ___________ [_!_, s_J _____________ [X[Z[YW]]] 
~ (7.1) ~/ 
[x·[y@z,wJJ [l[c,l]] [x·[z®Y,W]J 
MCC3 









(7.1) l [c,l] [c01,1] 
;t~,! 
/ p [(Y@X)®Z,W] 
[y[x[zwJJJ MCC3 [a- 1,1~ 







[l[cl]] l [l!!lc,1] [c, 1] 




[ (Y®Z)®X,W] [c®l,!] [ 1,p] 
MCC3 !p 
[Y®Z,[Xw]J [c,1] 









p ------___________ s_________________ [Z[Y[XW]]] 
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Proof of SCC3: 
[Y[WZ]] ___________ s____________ [w[YZ]] 
~. -1 (7.1) ~____.,.... 
_p________ [ C , 1 ] [Y®W,Z] ___ _,,,_[W®Y,Z] 
l[e®l,1] j[l®e,1] 
t [c,1] [l[e,1]_ 
LX (2. 10) 7,z]~·wo([XY]OX) ·~ 
[[XY]®~[wzJJ [a ,1] ~w{[XY]®X,Z]] 




MC7 [a, 1] (2. 10) 
"'~~-1] // 
[ [XY] [X®W ,z]] [l®c,1] MCC3 
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Proof of SCC4: 
X 
[XY] ·----- L [[xx][XY]] ~----===- [1,1] ------- CC3 
[r ,~~ MCC2 ....._,__ i 
[1,i] i,.(}t@I.YJ_~..,.[I®X,Y] ~---------- [j,1] 
MCC4 / [ c, l] ~ --.._____ __ 
/p (7.1) ~-~ 
[xcrtJ s ~[r[xyJJ 
Proof of MSCC1: 
[X®Y [zw]J s [Z[X®Y ,w]J 
~ -1 (7.1) ✓ 
~ [c,1] 
p [ (X®Y)®Z,li(i ► [Z®(X®Y) ,W] 
"'CJ j[a-1 ,1] [a,llj 
[X [Y[ZW]]J [X®(Y®Z) ,W] MC7 [ (Z®X)®tY,W] 
~[1,p-y ~,!] . [ci'1,1: 
\x[Y®Z,W]] [X®(Z®Y),W]~[(X0Z)®Y,W MCC3 [1,p] 
[l[c,1~ /o Mcr3 /e P 
[1,s] (7.1) [X[Z®Y,w]J [X®Z[YW]] 
/ -~c~ 
[l~ ,,,V [Z®X,[YW]] 
/~- (7.1) ~ 
~~ ' [X [Z[YW]]J 5 [Z[X[YW]]] 
7.2. 1~EOREM. Let W: V--+ V' be a symmetric monoidal closed functor. l~en 




$ ¢[X0Y,Z] ___ ¢_[_c_,_lJ _ _,_¢[Y©X,Z] $ 
~F3 Ji li 
[¢X,¢[YZ]] [¢ (X®Y) ,¢Z] [¢c, !] [¢ (Y®X) ,¢Z] [q,Y ,q,[XZ]] 
MCFJ 
c;,lJ! MF4 lc,i;,1J 
[1,$] [¢X®q,Y,¢Z] [c',l] [q,Y®q,X,,pz] [1,$] 
~/--~ ( 7. 1 J ~,---~ 
[~x,[~Y,¢Z]] 81 [~Y,[~X,¢Z]] 
8. CATEGORIES OVER A MoNOIDAL SYMMETRIC CLOSED CATEGORY 
8. L DEFINITION. ([6] section II.6). Let V be a monoidal category. 
A V-aategory A consists of the following four data: 
(i) a class ob A of "objects"; 
(ii) for each X,Y € ob A an object A(XY) of Vo; 
(iii) for each X € ob A a morphism jx: I --,. A (XX) in 
(iv) for each X,Y,Z E ob A a morphism 
These data are to satisfy the following three axioms, 
VC1'. The foll.owing diagram commutes: 
~=• /®A(XY) 
1/ .~ 
A(YY)®A(XY) M A(XY) 
VO; 
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VC2'. The following diagram commutes: 
VC3' . The following diagram commutes: 
8. 2. DEFINITION. ([6] section IL6). Let I/ be a monoidal category and let 
A and B be !/-categories. A !I-functor T: A __ _,_ B consists of the following 
two data: 
(i) a function T: ob A--+ ob B; 
(ii) for each X, Y E ob A a morphism A(XY)--+ B(TX,TY) in 
These data are to satisfy the following two axioms: 
VF 1 ' . The following diagram commutes: 









8.3. PROPOSITION. ([6], proposition IL6.1). If Vis a monoidal category, 
V-categories and V-functors form a category V *. □ 
8.4. THEOREM. ([6], theorem II.6.4). Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed. 
ID C 
category. Then the categories V* and V* coincide if we identify the 





{here 11 is 11 ~ Vp: V0 (A(YZ)@A(XY),A(XZ)) --+ V0 (A(YZ),[A(XY) (XZ)]) (In 
fact, EILENBERG and KELLY show that vcl - VC1'; VC2 - VC2'; VC3 - VC3' 
and VF2 - VF2' ) • 0 
8.5. DEFINITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category, and let 
A be a V-category. For each X,Y,Z E ob A define a morphism 
Ny 
xz A(XY)®A(YZ) -+ A(XZ) in 
by 
(8. 2) Ny 
-1 Z 
xz 'IT (RXY) 
Z X (note that by (II.6.1) R ~ cr(L ): A(XY)--+ [A(YZ),A(XZ)]). 
XY YZ 
8.6. REMARK. Combination of (8.1) and (8.2) with (4.1) and (IL3.11) gives 
(8. 3) ,-1(RZ) 
XY 
and 
(8. 4) Ny -1 X xz T (Lyz) 
Combination of (8.1) - (8.4) with (2.8) and (5.3) gives the commutativity 
of the following four diagrams: 
LA(XY) 
(8.6) [A(XZJ,A::~::-J--------([A(XY),A(~::Jl[A(XY) (PQ)l] 
[A (YZ) ®A (:KY) (PQ) ] ______ P ________ [A (YZ) [A (XY) ,A (PQ)]] 
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LA(YZ) 
[A(XZ),A(PQ)] _______ __,_[[A(YZ),A(XZ)] [A(YZ),A(PQ)]] 
(8.7) I [tl,1J [Rz,1]! 
[A(XY)®A(YZ),A(PQ) p [A(XY) [A(YZ),A(PQ)]] 
l(YZ) 
[A(XZ),A(PQ)] ________ ,_[[A(YZ),A(XZ)] [A(YZ),A(PQ)]] 
,a.a, )c•',1J ca•,!JI 
[A(YZ)®A(XY),A(PQ)] t [A(XY) [A(YZ),A(PQ)]] 
LA(XY) 
[A(XZ),A(PQ)] _______ --<►[[A(XY),A(XZ)] [A(XY),A(PQ)]] 
{8.9) i[NY,1] [Lx,l]j 
[A(XY)®A(YZ),A(PQ)] t [A(YZ) [A(XY),A(PQ)]] 
8.7. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category and let A 
be a V-category. Then the following diagram commutes: 
(8.10) 
PROOF. The following diagram commutes: 
_________ [A (XZ) ,A (PQ) ] _______ __, 
iLA(YZ) 
(8.8) [[A(YZ),A(XZ)] [A(YZ),A(PQ)]] (8. 7) 
l[Rz,1J 




[A(YZ)@A(XY), ( Q) J ____ __,_....,__....,__ __ __,,,=[A(XY)®A(YZ) ,A(PQ)] 
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If we apply V to this diagram, use CCO, take A(PQ) = A(XZ) and evaluate 
at 1A(XZ)' we obtain diagram (8.10). 0 
8.8. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category and let 
A be a V-category. Let X,Y,Z E ob A, h.E A0 (XY) and g E (YZ). Then: 
(8.11) 
y ~ 




VNxz-vA(XY)A(YZ) { h,g) "'gh. 
PROOF. The following diagram commutes, 
~ 
TX ------ -_ r y -------~ ~ [A(XZ),A(XW)] [A(YZ),A(YW)] 
~-....__ A ( XY l cc 3 -~ 
(8.13) [MY,1] [[A(XY),A(XZ)] [A(XY),A(XW)]] [1 
(8.6) ~
[A(YZ)®A(XY),A(XW) p [A(YZ) [A(XY) (XW)]J 
The following diagram commutes: 
If we take W ~Zand evaluate at 1z we obtain: 
y ~ 




The proof of (8.12) is similar. [J 
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by (3.1) 
by (II. 7. 3) • 
8.9. PROPOSITION. (cL [6], proposition II.7.3). Let V be a monoidal sym-
metric closed category. Then the following diagrams commute: 
e 
(8.14) 
[yzJ@jYl®i l i 
r:l [YZ]®[IY] ________ ___,,._[I z] 
(8. 15) 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (8.14): 
[YZ]®Y=c-_________ e_______ _,.,_ 
~----.._[J_, i]®l 
L·-·@1 ~ cc(i,l]®~ 
[[IY][IZ]]®Y __ ,~[Y[IZ]]ty 
l®i tl®i i 
The commutativity of (8.15) follows in a similar way from CC4 and (8.4). D 
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8.10. PROPOSITION. Let V and V• be two monoidal symmetric closed categories 
and let~, V->- V• be a monoidal symmetric closed functor, 
Then the following diagrams are commutative: 
(8.16) 
j[YZ]i';""l [jY,jZ]l[jX,IY] 
j{[YZ]j[::~' $ l M'jY 
</>[X Z] _______________ --.[q,X,q,Z] 
(8.17) 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (8.16): 




"~1) ~~ (8.1) 
[¢, 1]®1 [[¢X,¢Y][~]]®[q,X,¢Y] 
(8 .1) 
[¢[XY][¢X,¢Z]]®~[XY] e' 
A .# ~ 
(2.23) [17 ', ',. ¢e 
[.[XY],.[XZ]] ■t[XY] 
I --~--
• [ x z J ____----
The proof of the commutativity of diagram (8.17) is similar. D 
y 
9. THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS Kxz' [XY]-+ [X®Y,Z®Y] AND 
H~: [YW] + [X181Y,X®W] 
9.1. DEFINITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 
We define natural transformations 
and 
Fl 




[YW] H [X®Y,X®W] 
[1~ / 
[Y[X,X®W]] 
9.2. REMARK. In the third basic situation, commutativity of the diagram 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
p' [X[YvJ]] --+ [X®Y,W] 
and natural transformations 
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If we evaluate diagram (9.3) at x E V0 (Z®Y,W) we obtain a diagram 
{9.4) 
If we take W 
If we take z 
(9.5) 
[r y [x(~ll 
[X®Y,Z®Y] ____ [_l_,_x_J __ __,_[X8Y,W] 
-1 
Z®Y and x = 1 we obtain (9.1) (with p' for p ). 
[YW] and x =ewe see how p' depends on K: 
Each of the diagrams (9.1) and (9.5) also completely determines the bijec-
tion given by commutativity of diagram (9.3). 
Similarly, in the third basic situation, commutativity of the diagram 
sets up a bijection between natural transformations 
t' t'xyz [Y[XZ]]-+ [X®Y,Z] 
and natural transformations 
If we evaluate diagram (9.6) at y € V0 (x®W,Z) we obtain a diagram 
(9. 7) 
[ 1, ,y J [YiW~_X ____________ _,_[Yi[:]j 
[X©Y,X©W] [l,y] [X®Y,Z] 
-1 
If we take Z = X®W and y = 1 we obtain (9.2) (with t 1 for t ) . 
If we take W = [XZ] and y = v we see how t' depends on H: 
(9. Bl 
Each of the diagrams (9.2) and (9.8) also completely determines the 
bijection given by the commutativity of diagram (9.6). 
9. 3. REMARK. Combination of tlie formulas (8.1) - (8.4) wit11 t.he diagram 




[A(PQ) ,[A(XY) ,A(XZ) ]] 




[A(PQ) ,A ( XY) J 
[1, Rz] 
[A(PQ) ,[A(YZ) ,A(XZ) ]] 
(9.10) l KA(YZ) l -1 p 
[ 1, Ny] 
[A(PQ)&A(YZ) ,A(XZ)] [A(PQ)&A(YZ),A(XY)&A(YZ)] 
[A(PQ) ,A(YZ)] 
[ l ,L X] 
[A(PQl, [A (XY) ,A (XZ)]] 





[A (PQ) ,A (XY) 
[ 1, Rz] 
[A(PQ) ,[A(YZ),A(XZ)]] j A (YZ) i t-1 (9.12) B 
c1,r-h [A(YZ)©A(PQ),A(YZ)©A(XY)] [A(YZ)©A(PQ),A(XZ)] 
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9.4. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 
Then the following diagrams are commutative: 
[W®Y, zJ P [w [yz] J 
(9.13) i LXOY i LX 
[[X®Y,W®Y],[X®Y,Z]] [[XW] [X[YZ]]] 
----~ y -1 .~ 
~' 1] /~ 
[ [xwJ [X®Y ,zJ J 
PROOF. 
Proof of the commutativity of diagram (9.13): 
[W@Y,Z] p W [YZ]] 
~ ( 2 • 9 ) -----------
LY~-~ ~---~ 
MCC3' 
[ [Y, W®Y] [yz]] 
I x I ' t 
[[X[Y,W®Y]][x[yz]]] 
[p,1] l~~d]l] 
. . [1,p] t [Ky iJ--_ 
[ LX@Y, W®Y], [X®Y' z] J__J [X®Y, W®Y] [x[yz] J J , [ [xw] [X[YZ] J J 
~ ~ 
[K ,1]~ /~[1,p J 
--------~ ~-~ 
[ [xwJ [X®Y, z]] 
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Proof of the commutativity of diagram (9.14): 
9.5. REMARK. Note that if we apply V to the diagrams (9.13) and (9.14) we 
obta.in the diagrams (9.3) and (9.6). 
9.6. PROPOSI'I'ION. Let V be a rnono.idal symmetric closed category. 
Then the following diagrams are commutative: 
d 
[Y,X®Y] X 
(9. 15) l i l [l, 1] Ky 










y ___________ u __ ~ ____ i_____ ,._.,x,X®Y] 
[I[X,X®Y]] (5.15) [r, 1] 
~(9~ 
[I y] H~X®I,X®Y] 
9.7. PROPOSITION ([6], theorem II.7.1). Let V be a monoidal symmetric 
closed category. For each Ye ob V we obtain a V-functor KY: V->- V ' 
if we define KYX = X®Y and (KY)xz = Kiz· For each Xe ob V we obtain a 
V-functor HX: V-► V if we define HXy = X®Y and (Hxlyz = H;z. The under-
lying functor V*Ky is - ®Y, and the underlying functor V*HX is X® -
The outer triangle commutes since p is an isomorphism. 
b) VF1 for HX is proved in a similar way. 
□ 
c) VF2 for KY and for HX is proved in section 10, theorem 10. 1 (diagralll! 
(10.27) and diagram (10.30) respectively). 








== 11 d• (g®l) by the naturality of 11- 1 
,.. g®1 by (2.3). 
Hence we have proved 
(9.17) VKY (g) = g®1: X®Y -- Z®Y. xz 
Similarly one can prove 
(9.18) VH~(h) = l®h: X®Y-+ X®W for h E V0 (YW), 
and this proves the second part of the proposition. 0 
9.8. PROPOSI'rION. Let <!>: V-+ V• be a monoidal symmetric closed functor. 
Then the following diagrams are commutative: 
¢Ky ,[xlz;-----------------![XOY!~Yl 
(9.19) [¢X,¢Z] [¢(X@Y),¢(Z®Y)] I K'¢Y I [¢,1] 
[¢X®¢Y,¢Z®¢Y] [l,¢ [¢X®¢Y,¢(Z®Y)] 
PROOF. Proof of the commutativity of diagram (9.19): 
MCF3 
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[¢ (X®Y) , ~ (Z®Y)] 
The proof of (9.20) i.s similar. 0 
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1.0. THE V-NATURALITY OF THE CANONICAL TRANSFORMA.TIONS 
10.1. THEOREM. (cf. [6], theorem III.7.4). Let V be a monoidal symmetric 
closed category. Then the morphisms a, r, 1, c, s, m, i, p, t, H, K, d, e, 
u and v are V··natural in every variable. Moreover, if A is a V-category 
then the morphisms L, R, j, Mand N are V-natural is every variable. 
PROOP. Although a proof of the V-naturality of most of the morphisms is to 
be found in [6], theorem lII.7.4, we prefer to give a complete and detailed 
proof of this theorem, because many of the diagrams, expressing V-naturali-
ty, are needed in the next section. The V-naturality of L, R, s, m, i and 
j has been proved in theorem 11.7.10. 
a) Proof of the V-naturality of a: 
( 10. 3) 
,?®Y 
[Z'Z] _____________ __,.. [ (X©Y)®Z', (X®Y)®Z] 
HY l -------~ 1 , Ta] ( 9 • 7) 
"'(;5:14~ 








.I' [a, 1] 
[X®(Y®Z'),X0(Y®Z)] __________ __,,,_ [(X®Y)®Z',X®(Y®Z)] 
b) Proof of the V-naturality of r: 
( 10. 4) 
c) Proof of the V-naturality of l: 
HI [x•xJ ________________ [rnx• ,rnxJ 
(10. 5) 
~~1, u J ( 9 • 2 ) -· t ------~ 
~ ~ ~ / 
(4.10) [X' [I,I®X]] / 
[1.11 ~] l [1[11]] / [1,L' 
(5,16)[ I [ ]] / 





d) Proof of the V-naturality of c: 
The proof of the V-naturality of c in the other variable is similar. 
e) Proof of the V-naturality of is the variable X: 
(10. 7) 
In order to prove the !/-naturality of d in the variable Y we first note 
XY 
that the following diagram commutes: 
If we apply V to this diagram, use CCO, the propositions II.1.6 and II.5.1, 
take z = X®Y' and evaluate at lX©Y' we obtain 
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and 
Together with (2.9) this proves the V-naturality of dXY in Y: 
(10.9) [d,1] 
[X [Y,X©Y']] 
f) Proof of the V-naturality of eyz in the variable Z: 
[Z'Z] [e,i] [[YZ']©Y,Z] 
(10.10) yl ( 2. 9) - 1 ------------ f L P ___ ..---------- (9.5) [1,e] 
-- y [[YZ'] [YZ]] K [[YZ' ]®Y, [YZ]®Y] 
Proof of the V-naturality of eyz in the variable Y: 
-1 Replace in diagram (10.8) p by p by reversing two arrows, apply V to the 
result:i.ngdiagram, take X"" [Y'Z] and evaluate at 1[y•z]' 
and 
Together with (9. 5) t.h:i.s proves the V-naturality of in the variable Y: 
(10.11) 
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g) Proof of the V-naturality of uYX in the variable Y: 
[Y'Y] [l,u] [Y'[X,X®Y]] 
( 10.12) HX i ~~~--~1) 1 [ u, 1] 
[X©Y' ,X©Y] L [[X,X®Y'][X,X©Y]] 
Proof of the V-naturality of 1-\x in the variable X: first we note that the 
following diagram commutes: 
LX®Y 





~ l [K\1J 
(9. 9) (5.7) [X'[YZ]] [[XX'] [X©Y,Z]] 
/ ~~ [1,p]/ 
[x•zJJ ~ / [1,tJ 
[[XX' ][X[YZ]]J (5. 7) 
a of (IL7.17) 
[~ 
[Rz,1] ~ 
[[[X'Z][XZ]] [Y[XZ]]J ___________ _,,_[[XX'] [Y[XZJJ] 
If we apply V to this diagram, take Z X'©Y and evaluate at 1X'®Y we 
obtain: 
and 
Consequently the following diagram commutes: 
RX'©Y 
[XX'] ________ ..,..[[X',X'®Y] [X,X'©Y]] 
Ky l 
(10.14) [X©Y,X'©Y] [u,1] 
l (5.1) t 
[[X,X©Y],[X,X'©Y]] ___ [_u_,_l_J ____ -_[y [X,X'®Y]] 
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h) Proof of the V-naturality of vxz in the variable Z: 
[z•z] [v,l] [X®[XZ'],Z] 
(10.15) L X l ( 5 •4 ) t- - ~----~ 1 [1 , VJ 
______..-,.,x ( 9 • 8) 
[[xz•J [XZ]] H [X®[XZ'],X®[XZ]] 
Proof of the V-naturality of vxz in the variable X: Replace in diagram 
(10.13) t by t- 1 by reversing two arrows. Apply V to the resulting diagram, 
take Y = [X'Z] and evaluate at 1[X'Z]; then we obtain 
and 
Consequently the following diagram commutes: 
(10.16) 
i) Proof of the V-naturality of p: 
MCC3' implies the V-natur.alit.y of pXYZ i.n the variable Z: 
LX®Y 
[z•z] ________________ [[X®Y,Z'] [XM J 
(10.17) l 
[[YZ'] [YZ]] [ 1,p] 
1 LX 
[[X[YZ']] [x[yz]JJ ______ r:_.P_,_1_J ____ .,,. [[X®Y ,Z'] [x[YZ]]] 
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If we apply a to diagram (10.8) we obtain the following diagram: 
HX 
[Y Y'] ________________ .,. [X®Y ,X®Y'] 
(10.18) l Rz l Rz 
[[Y'Z] [YZ]] [[X©Y' [X®Y,Z]] 
l LX [1 
[p, 1 J [[X[Y'Z]] [X[YZ]]] ___________ [[X®Y',Z] [X[Yz]J] 
-1 
If we apply a to diagram (9.13) (replace p by p) we obta:i.n: 
Ky 
[x x•J -----------------[X®Y,X'®Y] 
l Rz 
(10.19) [[X'®Y,Z] [X®Y,Z]] 
l [1 
[[x•[yz]J [X[YZ]]J ______ [p_,_i_J ____ [[X'®Y,Z] [X[YZ]]J 
j) Proof of the V-natural:i.ty of p-l, 
-1 
If we apply a to diagram (9.13) (replace p by p ) we obtain: 
iYZ] 
[X X'] _____________ [[X'[YZ]] [X[YZ]]] 
(10.20) 1 Ky 
-1 
[ 1,p ] [X©Y,X'®Y] 
j Rz 
t -1 
[[X'®Y,Z] [X®Y,Z]] ______ [p __ ,_l_J ___ [[X'[YZ]] [X®Y,Z]] 
-1 
If we apply a to diagram MSCCi' (replace p by p tw:i.ce) we obtain: 
Ly 
[Z'Z] ________________ [[YZ'] [YZ]] 
l LX 
(10.21) [[X[YZ']] [X[YZ]]] 
1 [1,p-1] 
-1 
[[X®Y,Z'] [X®Y,Z]] ______ [P __ ,_l ____ __,_ [[X[YZ']] [X®Y ] 
-1 
If we apply a to diagram (10.8) (replace p by p twice) we obtain: 
(10.22) [yly~~ [[Y'Z]l[YZ]] 
[X®Y,X®Y'] [[X[Y'Z]] [X[YZ]]] 
i Rz - 1 l [ 1, P -1 J 
[[X®Y',Z] [X®Y,Z]] ______ [P __ ,_l_J _____ [[X[Y'Z]] [X®Y,Z]] 
k) Proof of the V-naturality of t: 
By proposition 5.5 the following diagram commutes: 
LX®Y 




t [ t, 1 J [ [Y[XZ']] [y[xz]] ____________ _ 
If we apply o to diagram (10.13) we obtain: 
[ 1, t] 
[[X®Y,Z'] [Y[XZ]]J 
Ky 
[XX'] _________________ __,,.[X®Y,X'®Y] 
(10.24) l Rz l Rz 
[[x•z] [xz]J [[X'®Y,Z] [X®Y,Z]] 
l l [l,t] 
[[Y[X'Z]] [Y[XZ]]J [t,l] [[X'®Y,Z] [Y[XZ]]] 
If we apply a to diagram (9.14) we obtain: 
HX 
[Y Y'] _________________ _ [X®Y ,X®Y' J 
(10.25) [[X®Y' ,z] [X®Y,Z]] 
1[1,t] 
[[Y'[xzJJ [y[xzJJJ ______ C_t_,l_J ________ [[X®Y' ,zJ [Y[xzJJJ 
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1) The V-naturality of t- 1 is expressed by the images under a of the 
-1 
diagram (10.13), (9.14) and (5.9) (replace t by t ) . The V-naturality of 
t- 1 in the variable z is expressed by the following diagram: 
X 
[Z' Z] _________ L________ [ [XZ'] [XZ]] 
l Ly 
(10.26) [[Y[XZ']] [Y[xz]JJ 
1[1,t- 1] 
[t- 1 , 1] 
[[X®Y,Z'] [X®Y,Z]] ____________ ..,,.. [[Y[xz•JJ [X®Y,Z]] 
m) Proof of the V-naturality of K. 
The following diagram expresses the V-naturality of K2 in the variable Z: 
XY 
If we apply a to ( 10. 27) we obtain the following diagram (replace z' by X') : 











nl Proof of the V-naturality of H. 




'fhe following dia.gram expresses the V-naturali ty of HX in the variable Z: YZ 
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[ , .J.._ ____________ L v: ______________ [[YZ' ]Eyz]] 
·{:::~ 
[xez•,~xezJ (10.12) z/x~,xezJJ Y 
,11/ L 
[[ , •Jcx,xezJJ ;?yz• EY x,xezJJJ 
[1[1,u] 





~ ]-----~ ' 
(10.30) 
~ L1C ,, (9.2) [ X l] -------------
[[X8Y,X8Z1] [X8Y,X8Z]] H' [YZ'][X8Y,X&Z]] 
If we apply o to (10.30) we obtain the following diagram (replace Z' by Y'): 
If we apply cr to diagram (10.29) we obtain the following diagram: 
(replace Y by Z,Y' by Y and Z by X'): 
Kz [x x•] ___________________ [x®Z,X'®Z] 
l Ky l LX®Y 
(10.32) [X®Y,X'®Y] [[X®Y,X®Z] [X®Y,X'®Z]] 
l RX'®Z l X [H ,1] 
[HX' ,1] 
[[X'®Y,X'®Z] [X®Y,X'®Z]] [[yz] [X®Y,X'®Z]] 
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0) Proof of the V-naturality of M: 
{10.33) 
Ry 
A(X X' ), _____________________ [A(X'Y) ,A{XY)] 
/~ c1p~ 
[A(X'Y) [A(YZ) ,A(XZ) ]] i(YZ) 
[Rz,1✓ (9.12) 
/ 
[[A{YZ) ,A~.[A(YZ) ,A(XZ) 1] 
~------------ (8. 8) 







p) Proof of the V-naturality of N: 
Ry A(X. X' ) ___________________ ,_,[A (X'Y) y A (XY)] 
(10. 36) 
~.[A(YZ) ,A(XZ)JJ 
[Rz,11--------- p-l (9.10) 
------------
[ [ A ( YZ) ,A(X'Z) .[A(YZ) ,A(XZ) ]] 
cn.6.4l 
z A::r ) ___________ R _______ [-l ,-L-X---<] ,..[A(Y'Z ,A(YZ)] 
[A(XY),A(XY')] (II. 6 • 7 ) [A(Y'Z)[A(XY),A(XZ)]J l(YZ) 
~ , , _Z. ~ -1 
(10.38) ~] ~- t (9.11) 
/!Y'Zl [A(XY){A(Y'Z),A(XZ)]] [A(XY)M(Y'Z),A(XY)®A(YZ) 
(9.10) ---------~ ...____ . I [1,Ny] 
[1, Ny' ] ~ V 
[A(XY)M(Y''Z) ,A(XY' )®A(Y-Zl ] ____________ __..,.[A(XY)©i\(Y'Z) ,A(XZ) J 
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11. THE NATURAL TRANSFORMATION TXYZW: [XZ]®[YW] -,. [X©Y ,Z®W]. 
11.1. DEFINITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category. A natural 
transfol'.1:llation 
is defined by the following commutative diagram: 
(11. 1) 
(Note that the outer square commutes since it is the image under 11-l of 
diagram (10.32)). 
11.2. PROPOSITION. (The of T). 









(10.35) H H 
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11. 3. THEOREM. Let V = < mV ,scv ,p) be a monoidal symmetric closed category. 
~ 
Define V = V : VX x VY-,. V(X®Y) by (4.13) and define 
XY 
T TXYZW [XZ]®[YW]-+ [X©Y,Z®W] by ( 11. 1). 
Let smV = ( mV, c ) • 
Then prnc!/ = { srnV, sc!/,V,T) is a symmetric semi monoidal closed category. 
PROOF. We have to prove the properties PMCCO, PMCC1., PMCC2, PMCC3, PMCC7 
and PMCC8. 
Proof of PMCCO. 
Consider the following diagram 
W X 
VK X\TH 
This diagram is commutative. Evaluate at ( g,h) E v[xz]xv[YW]: 
X®W •• W x_ 
VM •V (VK g,VH h} 
by proposition 9.7 
(g®l) • (l®h) g®h by proposition 8.8. 
This completes the proof of property PMCCO. 
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HX ! [ 1, a] 
[X®(Y®Z), (Q®W) ] _____ [_a_,_lJ _____ [ (X@Y)©Z,Xllli(Q®W) J 
Proof of the commutativity of this diagram: 
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Now we are able - PMCC1: to prove 
~ 
®Q)®W] [ (X®Y) ®Z, (P 
f PMCC2: Proof O · 
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Proof of PMCC3: 





[II]®[XZ] T [I®X,rnZ] ____ [l_,_l_J_......,_[I®X,Z] 
1 (11.23) 
Proof of PMCC7: 
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Proof of PMCCB: In order to prove PMCCB we first prove (in this order) 
III.2.2, PMCCS and III.2.1. 
Proof of III.2.2: 
"""·""l (~ _______ [_T_,_1_J ____ ~(""l.(~ .... ,, 
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/ ~ ( 11 .1) 
[IX]ll!l[IY~ ________ T _________________ [I®I,X®Y] 
il!I [I®Y,Xl!IY ®[IY] 
Kll!l1 l®H 
M 
Proof of III. 2 .1: 
X®Y mll!lm [XZ]Z]ll!I[ [YW]W] 
~ '=i {II.4.8) [!i]®[l✓ 
~ ~IX]ll!l[IY] Rzll!IRW [[XZ][IZ]]e[[YW][IW]] 
(11.8) 
m 
PMCCS 1 T ( 11 • 7) l T 
[I,Xll!IY]..J:.L1.l,._[Ill!II,Xll!IY] [[XZ]ll!l[YW] [IZ]®[IW]] 
,'"' ,'" [[ JC l :~\ , ,,~,.,~ .,i: 'i"'·'.::~::, ,u.,•,,• 
ll, [11] 
[[X®Y,Zll!IW ,[I,Z®W]] [T,l] [[XZ]®[YW ,,[I,Zll!IW]] 
(II.4. 8) 
[1,i] [1,~ 
[T,l] [[XZ]®[YW],Zll!IW] [ [ X®Y, Z®W], Z®W] 
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Proof of PMCC8: 
~ t,. 0 
1L4. THEOREM. Let <!> =<¢,¢,qi,¢ ): V-+ V' be a monoidal symmetric closed 





In chapter III, section 3 we have defined tensor products of V-cate-· 
gories where Vis a semi monoidal closed category. EILENBERG and KELLY 
([6], section III.2) have defined tensor products of V-categories in the 
case that Vis a symmetric monoidal category. If Vis a monoidal symmetric 
closed category then the mV-categories and the CV-categories are essentially 
the same (theorem 8.4). The following proposition says that the tensor 
product of CV-categories is essentially the same as the tensor product of 
mV-categories. 
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11.5. PROPOSITION. Let V be a monoidal symmetric closed category, and let 
A and 8 be V-categories. Then the composite 
LX®Ly 
A(X' X")®B (Y'Y") __ __,,.,.[A (XX') ,A (XX") ]®[B (YY') ,8 (YY") J 
T __ --,,,..[A (XX') ®8 (YY') ,A (XX") ®8 (YY")] 
is the image under TI of the composite 
(A(X'X")®B(Y'Y") )®(A(XX' )®8(YY') ) __ f--
Mx 1 ®tl 1 
(A(X'X")®A(XX') )®(B(Y'Y")®B(YY') ) ___ _. A(XX")®8(YY"). 
Consequently, combination of proposition III.3.1, theorem 8.4 and [6], 
chapter III, proposition 3.1 implies that if we identify the mV-categories 
and the CV-categories as in theorem 8.4, the two definitions of tensor pro-
duct of V-categories A and B lead to the same V-category A®B. 
PROOF. 
TT ( (MX' ®MY') f) 
A (X' X") B(Y'Y"l-----------------------~ 
~,,,, !At,'>"JoB"''"l Jo<AC»'l"'C"' J J l 
d~ ----------( B. l) .~ (III.5.11) ~ 
L X®Ly [A(XX') ,A (X' X")®A(XX') fj[B(YY') ,8 (Y'Y")®B(YY'j [ 1,f] 
[l,MX'J0[l,MY'J \T ~





In this chapter we present a list of examples to illustrate the pre-
ceding theory. The aim of this chapter is twofold: on the one hand it will 
indicate the frequency with which the several structures appear in various 
parts of mathematics, on the other hand the examples were also chosen to 
point out the differences between the structures. We use the following 
abbreviations: 
Closed category 
Symmetric closed category 
Semi monoidal closed category 
Symmetric semi monoidaJ. closed category 
Monoidal closed category 







As appears from the chapters II, III and IV we have the following 
scheme of forgetful functors: 
MSr _________ _.,,...MCC 
SPMCC ___ .,..PMCC 
I ,~ 
t ~ sec _________ ....,.. cc 
Consequently all the examples of MSCC's in the literature are examples of 
all the structures considered in this paper. Many such examples are to be 
found in [6], ch,i.pter IV. Al.so, [4] contains a list of examples. 
EXAMPLES OF CARTESIAN CLOSED CATEGORIES 
Any category VO that admits a categorical. product functor x (Le. a 
right adjoint to the diagonal functor le,: VO --+ VO x V 0 ) and a terminal ob-
ject I (i.e. a right adjoint to the obvious functor V0 --+ I) admits a 
structure of a symmetric monoidal. category Vin which X®Y is taken to be 
xxY. The existence of the natural isomorphisms a,r,1 and c is a conse-
quence of the universal. properties of the categorical. product and the 
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terminal object. Such a symmetric monoidal category is called cartesian. 
A cartesian closed category is a symmetric monoidal closed category which 
is cartesian. Examples of cartesian closed categories are: 
1.1. The category of sets. 
1. 2. The category of small categories. 
1.3. The category of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces ([24],[17]). 
1.4. The category of k-spaces (in the sense of A. Clark) ([SJ). 
1.5. The category of quasi-topological spaces ( [23]). 
1.6. The category of limit-spaces ( [ 1 J) • 
L7. The category of equivalence relations. 
1.8. 'l'he category of partial orderings. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL EXAMPLES 
2. 1. The catego:cy of topological .spaces ivi th the point open topology 
([12],[13]). The category of topological spaces TOP, becomes an sec, de-
noted by TOP(po,t) if we take [XY] to be the space of continuous functions 
from X into Y with the point open topology. (The other data are defined i.n 
an obvious way, see proposition II.2.5; the same holds for the other ex-
amples in section 2). 'I'he category of Tl-spaces, Tl, the category of 
Hausdorff spaces, T2, and the category of Tychonoff spaces, TVCf/, are sym-· 
metric closed subcategories of TOP(po:t). 
If we take X0Y to be the topological product Xx Y of X and Y we ob-
tain an SPMCC TOP(po.t, x) which is not an MSCC. 'I'he mappings 
T : [xz]x[yw] --+ [xxy,zxw] are defined by T ( f,g) ( x,y) = ( fx,gy), and 
XYZW 
the mappings p z' [xxy,zJ-+ [X[YZ]] are given by ((pf)x)y = f (x,y). It 
XY 
is easy to see that pis not a natural isomorphism, so that TOP(po.t,x) is 
not an MSCC. 
If we take X®Y to be the Cartesian product of X and Y, with the topol-
ogy of separate continuity we obtain an MSCC TOP(pcd,0). The topology of 
separate continuity is the finest topology on the set Xx Y such that all 
the mappings yl--+ ( x,y} {xEX) and xi--► { x,y) (yEY) are continuous. A local 
base at the point (x,y) is given by the collection of all sets of the form 
( {x}xv)u (Ux ) where U runs over all neighborhoods of x in X and V runs 
over all neighborhoods of yin Y. In the category of topological spaces 
one can define a tensor product; of X and Y to be an ordered pair ( Z, i) 
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consisting of a topological space Zand a separately continuous mapping 
i: Xx Y ......- Z with the following universal property: for each topological 
space Wand each separately continuous mapping f: Xx Y-+ W there exists 
a unique continuous mapping g: Z---+ W such that f g 0 i: 
It is not hard to prove that the pair ( X®Y, i), where i: X x Y --+ X®Y is the 
identical mapping, is a tensor product of X and Yin the above sense ([12], 
theorem 1.2). The universal property makes it easy to prove that 
Pxyz' [X®Y,Z]---+ [X[YZ]], defined by ((pf)x)y f (x,y), is a natural iso-
morphism, and that TOP(pot,®) is an MSCC ([12], theorem 1.5; see also [3], 
remark 1.15). T1(pot,©) and T2(pot,®) are monoidal symmetric closed sub-
categories of TOP(pot,®). The tensor product (in TOP) of two Tychonoff 
spaces need not be a Tychonoff space ([12], corollary 3.4) but if X©Y de-
notes the complete regularization of X®Y then X®Y is a tensor product of X 
and Yin the category of Tychonoff spaces ([13], theorem 5.4) and using 
this, it is easy to prove that TYCH(pot,®) is an MSCC {[13], theorem 5.6). 
2.2. The category of Hausdorff spaces with the compact open topology 
(cf. [2],[3]). The category of Hausdorff spaces T2, becomes a CC, denoted 
by T2(eot), if we take [XY] to be the space of continuous functions from 
X into Y with the compact open topology. The fact that 
L~z' [YZ]-'-+ [[XY][XZ]], defined by (Lh)g = hg, is continuous is a con-
sequence of the fact that the evaluation eyz' [YZ] x Y---+ z, defined by 
e ( g,y) = gy is continuous on sets of the form [yz] x K, where K is a com-
pact subset of Y ([3], lemma 1.3). Since V: T2 .......+Sis faithful, it is 
sufficient to verify the axioms CCO, eel and CC5 ([6], proposition I.2.10), 
which is an easy exercise. Since there exists no natural transformation 
SXYz' [X[YZ]]--+ [Y[XZ]] satisfying the axioms SCCl - SCC4, ([3], corollary 
1.12), T2(eot) is not an sec. 
If we take X®Y to be the topological product Xx Y of X and Y, we ob-
tain a PMCC T2(cot,x) which is not an SPMCC since the closed part is not 
symmetric. Since the natural transformation Pxyz' [xxy,z]-+ [X[YZ]] is 
not an isomorphism ([3], corollary 1.8 and theorem 1.11), T2(cotx) is not 
an MCC. 
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If we take X®Y to be the S-product X x8 Y of X and Y we obtain an MCC 
T2(c.ot,x 3 ). The S-product is defined in [2]: X x3 Y is the cartesian product 
of X and Y, supplied with the weak topology generated by the subsets Xx B 
and {x} x Y, where B ranges over the compact subsets of Y and x runs through 
the elements of X, and where Xx Band {x} x Y have the usual product to-
pology. A function f: X xs Y -r Z (Z Hausdorff) is continuous if and only 
if all the restrictions f I X x B: X x B -->- z and f I {x} x Y: {x} x Y -► Z 
are continuous (for all compact subsets B of Y and all elements x of X). 
[3], theorem 1.6 implies that T2(c.ot,x) is an MCC. Since the closed part 
s 
is not symmetric, it is not an MSCC. T2(c.o:t,x 5 ) is not a PMCC. This can 
be seen in the following way. Since pis a natural isomorphism, the eval-
-1 
uation eyz p[YZ]YZ ( 1): [YZ] x8 Y -r z is a continuous mapping. 'rhe as-
sumption that T2(co.t,xs) is a PMCC implies the existence of a natural 
transformation 
e 
y ___ y 
X 
where u is the natural transformation of section III.5, and it is not hard 
to show that this composite is the mapping { x,y}--+ ( y,x). But this is a 
contradiction to the fact that the S-product is not commutative ([2], 
sect.ion 5). 
If we take X©Y to be the weak product X xw Y of X and Y we obtain a 
symmetric monoidal category T2(xw), but T2(c.o;t,xw) is not an MCC and not 
a PMCC. The weak product. X Y is the cartesian product. of X and Y, sup-
plied with the weak topology, generated by the subsets Ax B, where A and 
B range over the compact subsets of X and Y, respectively, and where Ax B 
has the usual product topology. The continuous identity mappings 
x xw Y-+ x x5 Y induce a natural transformation [xxsy,z] -► [xxwy,z] but 
since the identity mapping X xw Y -➔ X xs Y need not be a homeomorphism 
([3], theorem 1.11), the induced natural transformation is not a natural 
isomorph.ism, and consequently there exists no natural transformation 
Pxyz' [xxwy,zJ -➔ [X[YZ]] sati.sfy.ing the axioms MCC2 - MCC4. •rhi.s implies 
that T2(c.o;t,xw) is not an MCC and not a PMCC. 
2.3. The category of uniform spaces with th.e u:niformUy of uniform conver-
genee ( [ 8], chapter III) . The category of uniform spaces UNI F becomes a 
CC UNIF (UC.) if we take [XY] to be the space of uniformly continuous func-· 
tions from X into Y with the uniformity of uni.form convergence. 
UN1f(u.c.) is not an sec, since the function myz: Y-+ [[YZ]Z] defined by 
(~2y)g = gy is not generally uniformly .continuous ([8], p. 44). 
If we take X©Y to be the uniform product Xx Y of X and Y we obtain 
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a PMCC UNlf(u.c.,x) which is not an SPMCC, since the closed part is not sym-
metric, and which is not an MCC since the evaluation [YZ] x Y--+ Z 
defined by eyz< g,y> "' gy is not generally uniformly continuous ([8], p.44). 
If we take X®Y to be the semi-unifo:nn product X*Y of X and Y we obtain 
an MCC UN1F(u.C,*) ([8], theorem 26, p.46). 'l'he semi-uniform product X*Y is 
the cartesian product of the sets X and Y with the weak uniformity induced 
by all se1ni-uniform functions from X x Y into uniform spaces whose under-
lying sets are subsets of Xx Y ([8], p.44). A similar argument as in the 
example T2 (co.t,x8 ) can be used to show that UN1F(u.C.,*) is not a PMCC. 
2.4. The category uniform spaces with -t;he uniforrrrity pofotwise con-
vergence ([8], exercise IIL7, p.53). The category of uniform spaces 
Lli'll1F b,"comes an sec, UNIF(pc.), if we take [XY] to be the space of uniform-
ly continuous functions from X to Y with the uniformity of pointwise con-
vergence. 
If we take X@Y to be the unifonn product Xx Y we obtain an SPMCC 
UN1F(pc., ), which is not an MSCC. 
If we take X®Y to be the "tensor product" X # Y of X and Y we obtain 
an MSCC UNIF(pc.,#), Here X # Y is the cartesian product of the sets X and 
Y with the uniformity of separate continuity ([8], exercise IIL 7, p.53). 
2, 5. The category Zimit spaces ([1]). 
A Zimit space is an ordered pair < X,A) consisting of a non-void set X 
and a mapping A from X into the set: F(X) of all filters on X, such that the 
following axioms are satisfied: 
Llm L if <!> E A(x) and <!> s '¥ then '¥ c J\(x); 
Lim 2. if <!> E J\(x) and '¥ E A(x) then <!> 1, '¥ E: A{x); 
Lim 3. Cx) E A(x) for all x e X. 
Here ii> 5 '¥ means that the filter '¥ is finer then the filter 1,, and ( x) is 
the principal filter generated by x. 
A mapping f, ( X, A) --+ { X' , A' } between limit spaces is said to be 
continv.ous if<!> c A(xl always implies f(<!>) e A' (f(x)). Let LIM denote the 
category of limit spaces and continuous mappings. 
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If we take [XY] to be the space of continuous mappings from X to Y 
with the limit structure of continuous convergence and if we take X®Y to 
be the categorical product Xx Y of X and Y, the category of limit spaces 
becomes a cartesian closed category LIM(ce,x) ([1], section 1). 
If we take [xy] to be the space of continuous mappings from X to Y 
with the limit structure of simple convergence and if we take X®Y to be the 
cartesian product of the sets X and Y with the limit structure of separate 
continuity, we obtain an MSCC LIM (-6C.,0) ( [ 1 J, Satz 26) . 
2.6. The category of L-spaees ([18]). 
An L-space (also called convergence space or Frechet space) is an or-
dered pair ( X,A > consisting of a set X and a set A c XJN x X, a relation 
between sequences in X {denoted by (xn)) and elements of X, such that the 
following axioms are satisfied: 
LO. 
1 2 




LL if x = x for all n E IN then { (x ) ,x) E ft; 
n n 
L2. if ( (x ) ,x) E A and if (xk ) is a subsequence of (x ) 
n n n 
then ( (xkn) ,x) E A 
L3. if ( (x ) ,x) <l: A then there is a subsequence (x1 l of (x ) such that n n n 
( (xk ) ,x> ~ J\ for any subsequence (~ ) of (x1 ) . 
~ ~ n 
A mapping f: ( X,J\) ->· { X' ,A') between L-spaces is said to be an 
L-morphism if ( (xn),x) EA always implies that { (f(xn)),f(x)} EA'. Let 
LS denote the category of L-spaces. 
,J. Pavelka [l.SJ shows that LS admits exactly two monoidal symmetric 
closed structures in which Vis the underlying set functor: one is ob-
tained if one takes [XY] to be the set LS(X,Y) with the L-structure of 
pointwise convergence, and the other if one takes [XY] to be the set LS(XY) 
with th.e L-structure of diagonal convergence ([18], theorem 19). 
3. Ol'HER ExAMPLES 
3.1. The category of moduZes'over a eommutative ring A. 
The category of modules over a commutative ring A, AMOV, admits a well-
known monoidal symmetric closed structure (cf. [6], section IV.1). In this 
case I= I\. 
If we take X®Y to be the categorical product Xx Y of X and Y, l\MOV 
is not a PMCC because the basic object I of the (cartesian) monoidal 
structure is a one-point module. 
3. 2. The category linear spaces over a field K, KVECT. 
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This example is a particular case of the preceding one. The full subcate-
gory of finite dimensional vector spaces over the field K, KF1NVECT is an 
MSCC with several nice properties. For example, the natural transformations 
[[YK]K] (where K is the scalar field) and 
[XZ]®[YW]-+ [X®Y,Z®W] are natural isomorphisms. 
The complexificat:Lon y: JR VECT -->- tVECT admits an extension to a sym-
metric closed functor, which is an isomorphism. If X,Y E ob JRVECT then 
-► [yX,yY] is given by 
A 
Yxy ( S,T) ( x,y) ( Sx-Ty, Tx+Sy) 
(where ( S,T) E y[XY] and< x,y) E yX). 
Although this is probably known, I was unable to find a reference. 
'I'he real restriction is a functor from tVECT to JR VECT which admits 
an extension to a symmetric closed functor. 
3. 3. The categories of normed linear spaces and of Banach spacer;, 
KNVS 1 and KBAN 1 (Where K=JR OY' K=O:) (l.22]). The morphisms of these cate-
gories are linear contract.ions, i.e. bounded linear operators with norm 
s: 1. 
If we take v, KNI/S 1 (KBAN 1, respectively) --+ S to be the unit ball 
functor and if we take [XY] to be the normed linear space of all bounded 
linear operators from X to Y, KNVS 1 and KBAN 1 become SCC's. 
If we take X®Y to be the projective tensor product X® Y KNI/S 1 becomes 'ff . 
an MSCC. If we take X®Y to be the completion of tl,e projective tensor prod-
/\ 
uct, X®Y, KBAN 1 becomes an MSCC. 
The Cantor completion can be extended to a symmetric closed functor 
from KNVS 1 to KBAN 1 . 
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3.4. The categories of normed Zinear spaces and of Banach spaces, 
KNVS00 and KBAN00 (wh£re K=lR or K=C) ([22]). The morphisms of these cate-
gories are bounded linear operators. 
The same assertions as in the preceding example are true, with the 
modification that for V we have to take the forgetful functor from KNVS 00 
(KBAN00 , respectively) to S, 
The cornplexification admits an extension to a symmetric closed functor 
from JR BAN00 to rtBAN00 • 
3.5. The categoyY of graphs GRAPH ([19]). 
Objects in the category of graphs are graphs, i.e. ordered pairs (X,RX> 
consisting of a set X and a binary relation~ c Xx X, and morphisms are 
relation-preserving mappings. 
If we take [XY] to be the ordered pai.r ( GRAPH (X, Y) ,R[XY] > where 
R[XY] is t~e relation defined by 
the category GRAPH becomes an sec GRAPH ([-,-]). 
If we take X®Y to be the ordered pai.r ( xxy, RX®Y} where RX®Y i.s the 
relation defined by 
RX~Y := {«x1 ,y1 ),<x2 ,y2 » I ((x1,x2 )ERX and yi'=y2) or (x1=x2 and 
( Y1 ,y2 )ERY)}' 
the category GRAPH becomes an MSCC GRAPH ( [-, - J ,@) • A. Pul tr [ 19 J considers 
the question how many rnonoidal syrnrnetri.c closed structures there are on 
GRAPH. 
If we take X®Y to be the categorical product X x Y, i.e. the ordered 
pair { X><Y ,Rxxy) where RX><Y is defined by 
we obtain not even a PMCC. This is shown by the following example. Let 
X,Y and Z be three non-void s~ts, and consider the graphs ( X,fll),( Y,yxy} 
and (z,y:J). The categorical product of <x,0) and (y,yxy) i.s (xxY,0). Now i.t 
is easy to see that [xxy,z] = (S(xxY,Z) ,S(xxy,z)xS(xxY,Z)) and 
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[X[YZ]] = ( j(j,l/J}. Hence there is no morphism from [xxY,Z] to [x[yz]J. 
3.6. The category of strict orderings SO. 
Objects of the category of strict orderings are ordered pairs (x,<} 
consisting of a set X and a strict ordering on X, i.e. a transitive asym-
metric relation on X, and morphisms are strictly monotone mappings (so SO 
is a full subcategory of GRAPH) . 
If we take [XY] to be the ordered pair <SO(X,Y) ,<)where< is the 
strict ordering defined by 
f < g : .,_ Vx E X: fx < gx, 
the category SO becomes an sec SO([-,-]), a symmetric closed subcategory 
of the sec GRAPH([-,-JJ. 
Consider the following three strict orderings on the cartesian product 
X x y of the sets X and Y: 
These orderings induce bifunctors which are on objects given by 
X®Y := ( xxy' (the tensor product of X and Y); 
xxy := ( xxy, <) (the categorical product of X and Y); 
xx1Y:= ( xxy, < ) J. 
(the lexicographic product of X and Y). 
SO ([-,-],®) is an MSCC; SO([-,-J,x 1) is a PMCC which is not an SPMCC since 
the monoidal part is not symmetric, and not an MCC, as is shown by the fol-
lowing example: Let X = Y = {0,1} with O < 1 and let Z = {0,1,2} with 
0 < 1 < 2. '£he lexicographic ordering < on X X y is given by l 
( 0, 0) < ( o, 1) < < l, 0} < < , 1 ) . Since X X 
l 
y has four elements and is lin-
early ordered, and z has three elements there are no strictly monotone 
mappings from X x1 Y to Z: SO(xx 1Y,Z) = 0. '£he set SO(Y,Z) consists of 
three mappings f 1 ,f2 ,f3' given by f 1 (0) (0) = O; f 1 (1) (0) "'' 1 and 
f 2 (1)"" (1) = 2 and the ordering on SO(Y,Z) is simply f 1 < f 3 . Hence 
SO(X[YZ]) contains one element: the mapping g: X-+ [yz] defined by 
g(O) = f 1 and g(1) t 3 • Consequently [xx1Y,Z] and [X[YZ]J are not iso-
morphic. SO([-·,-],x) j_s not even a PMCC. The strictly monotone identity 
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mapping Xx Y ➔ X@Y induces a natural mapping [X[YZ]] ""[X®Y,Z]-+ [xxY,Z] 
which is in general not an isomorphism. Consequently there is no natural 
transformation [XxY,Z]-+ [X[YZ]] satisfying the properties MCC2 - MCC4 of 
theorem III.6.4, so that SO([-,-],x) is not a PMCC. 
The assignment ( X, <) f--+ ( X, s: > can be extended to a monoidal symmetric 
closed functor from SO([-,-],@) to PO([-,-],x), the cartesian closed cate-
gory of partially ordered sets. (cf.1.8). 
3. 7. An example of a syrrrmetric closed category which cannot be e.1:tended to 
a monoidal syrmnetrio closed category. 
Let M be the smallest subset of the set JN of natural numbers with the 
following three properties: (a) 1 EM; (b) 3 EM; (c) if a EM and b EM 
then ab EM and ba EM. Let v0 be the full subcategory of S generated by 
the objects X with card XE M. If X,Y E ob V0 and if [XY] is the set of 
all mappings from X to Y then card [XY] = •card Ycard x, so [XY] E ob V0• 
Consequently, V0 determines a symmetric closed subcategory of S. It is 
easy to see that this category cannot be monoidal closed. Suppose that 
there exists a bi.functor®: V0 x v0 -+ V0 such that [X®Y,Z] ""[X[YZ]]. 
Let X,Y and Z be objects with three elements. Then card 
[X[YZ]] = (3 3 ) 3 = 39 and card [X®Y,Z] = 3card X®Y so card X®Y 9. This is 
a contradiction with the fact that 9 i M. 
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